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=READERS' LETTERS========~ 

1 agree with your view of the 
development of the contemporary 
world and of the impossibility of 
the export of revolution to other 
countries. 

All the accusations by the bour
geois press and Western ideolog
ists, alleging that it is the socialist 
states which inspire revolutionary 
situations in other countries, are 
nothing but lies and inventions. 

Edward DUARTE, 
post-office worker, aged 37, 

USA 

Imperialist propaganda today is 
more refined, more subtle, more 
clever than it was in Hitler's time. 
Bourgeois propagandists have 
adapted themselves to present-day 
conditions. They miss no oppor
tunity to slander the Soviet Union 
and the other socialist states. I 
wonder why people have not learn
ed from the past, why there in the 
West they are still whipping up 
fear of the "dangerous" Russians. 

Ernst DIETRICH, 
aged 74, 

GDR 

=-"'======MARXIST -LENINIST THEORY= 

MARX-OUR CONTEMPORARY 

by Vadim ZAGLADIN 

Debates around Marxism-Leninism are, perhaps, 
the most heated in the ideological battles being waged 
at the end of this century. 

One hundred years after the death of Karl Marx, 
the ideas which were first formulated by him and his 
great friend, Frederick Engels, and which were devel
oped by Lenin in new conditions, have truly won 
over the minds of progressive mankind. They have 
done much more than this. For two-thirds of a centu
ry now these ideas have been the foundations for 
building a new, socialist civilization. 

Corroborated by History 

The opponents of the great revolutionary teaching 
rnfuse to accept reality, alleging, for the umpteenth 
time, that Marxism-Leninism "has not been confirmed" 
and that it "has failed to stand the test of history". 
In actual fact, however, these increasingly fierce at-
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tacks point not to Marxism having exhausted its histo
rical role, but, on the contrary, to its growing import
ance as the banner inspiring the revolutionary forces. 
Indeed, if Marxism-Leninism "has had its day'', as 
its opponents allege, why then their desperate efforts 
to combat it? 

All those who are against scientific socialism-its 
theory and practice-have found themselves in a 
strange, if not grotesque, situation in the year when 
the nations revere the memory of Marx. On the one 
hand, they are intensifying their attacks on Marxism
Leninism, on communism and Communists, and their 
revolutionary theory. On the other hand, they cannot 
but give their due to Karl Marx, to the Marx who laid 
the foundation of this theory. 

They cannot do otherwise. The grandeur of Marx's 
life which was an achievement in itself, of his scien
tific discoveries and revolutionary selflessness is part 
and parcel of the history of mankind. Today it is im
possible "not to recognize Marx", even if one's views 
and those of Marx are poles apart. 

Of course, some people do not "recognize" him. 
Incidentally, such people have always existed, includ
ing in Marx's lifetime. Last century they attempted 
to frame "Dr. Marx" and his supporters in court. No 
longer content with this, today they announce "cru
sades" against communism and prepare global plans 
to export counter-revolution, allegedly "to promote 
democracy". 

However, even those bomgeois opponents of 
Marxism who today admit, grudgingly, Marx's merits, 
do this only with respect to the past. 

Yes, they say, "Dr. Marx" was a great scholar. 
Yes, he did much to analyse the "old capitalism which 
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does not exist any longer". But today ... Today he is 
.i 11st another historical figure. 

And, of course, even those who make such a com
prnmise with their bourgeois conscience do every
thing to deny any link between Marx and Lenin, the 
inseparable unity of their theoretical conclusions and 
revolutionary practices and they negate Marxism
Loninism in general. They insist on Marx's teachings 
being "freed" of what has been added to them by his 
followers and continuers. 

However, Marxism and Leninism are not two dif
[orent teachings, opposing each other; they are a 
single whole. Of course, there are differences between 
Urn works of Marx and Lenin, but these are only dif
l'oronces of their epochs and hence differences in the 
accent laid on one issue or another. 

We can say that if Lenin had not been a dedicated 
Marxist, these differences would probably not have 
oxisted. Continuing the work of Marx, Lenin approach
t)d Marxism as a truly revolutionary science, i.e., pro
foundly studying and carefully preserving its founda
tions, ho developed it, boldly and creatively, and in
troduced new ideas and accents into it. Marx's works 
created a vivid picture of the 19th century when the 
working class, having only recently appeared on the 
historical scene, was fighting its first battles with its 
class enemy. Lenin's works reflected, in all their great 
diversity, the early decades of the 20th century, a 
century of unprecedented storms and revolutionary 
npheavals, when the working class began to transform 
tho world on socialist principles. 

"Jn our time Marxism is simply impossible out
side and without Leninism,'' wrote Yuri Andropov, 
General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee. 

Marxism-Leninism combines, organically, the great 
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discoveries constituting the foundation of today's so
cial thought: the Marxian analysis of surplus value, 
which made it possible to discover the principles 
underlying the existence of capitalism and the laws 
leading it to its inevitable downfall as a formation; 
the Marxian materialistic interpretation of history, 
which helped determine the social force called upon 
to carry out the sentence history passed on capitalism; 
Lenin's conclusion about the entry of capitalism into 
its final, imperialist stage, about the possibility of 
transition from capitalism to socialism in one separate 
country; Lenin's discovery of the laws underlying the 
transition from capitalism to socialism; his shaping of 
real ways leading to the socialist reconstruction of 
society and the taking, in practice, of this road under 
Lenin's guidance. 

Marxist Humanism 

Why is it that the true revolutionaries have so 
passionately been defending and developing their 
teaching, while the apologists for the yesterday of 
world history have so fiercely been attacking it? 

First of all, Marxism-Leninism gave the working 
class the opportunity to grasp the substance of its 
historical mission and equipped it with an understand
ing of how the proletarians could carry it through. 
·without Marxism-Leninism the working class would 
not have accomplished this historical task in the So
viet Unio11 and a number of otl1Pr socialist states. 
vVithout Marxism- Leninism there would he no modern 
communist and working class movement. 

But Marxism-Leninism, focussed as it was primari
ly on disclosing the role of the working class and its 
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historical mission, has by no means ignored the other 
labouring and oppressed strata of society. It is not the 
Marxists, but the anti-Marxists who have seen in non
proletarian sections of the working people a "wholly 
reactionary mass". Marxism-Leninism, on the contra
ry, has given an in-depth analysis of the complex and 
varied processes taking place in the world of labour. 
Having shown the entire contradictory character of 
these processes, it has drawn the conclusion that the 
non-proletarian sections of the working people, above 
all the peasantry, are not the enemies, but the allies 
of the working class both nationally and international
ly. But it is precisely the working class that expresses 
the fundamental, vital interests of all working peo
ple. 

Hence two major conclusions for the modern 
world: on the great importance of the alliance of 
workers and peasants, and in our time-of the work
ing class and all monopoly-oppressed masses of the 
working people as a decisive factor in the struggle 
for democracy and socialism; and on the historic signi
ficance of the alliance of the working class movement 
and the movement of the peoples of the colonial and 
dependent countries, and in our time-the peoples of 
the developing countries for national independence 
and social progress. 

There is no need to argue that these two conclu
sions, which have subsequently been proved during 
1111merous socialist and national liberation revolutions 
and which arc today the basis of an unprecedented 
widPning o[ the scope of the general democratic strng
gfo that is incrnasingly and ever more substantially 
coming closer to the struggle for socialism by virtue of 
ohjt>ctive factors and especially as a result of the grow
ing oppression of international capital-that these two 
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conclusions largely determine the face of the con
temporary world. 

Furthermore, Marxism-Leninism, having since its 
inception regarded social development as a single 
natural and historic process, could not but take the 
fullest and most serious notice of the resultant major 
problems that may in the end affect the interests of 
all mankind and even its very existence. 

The society where class antagonisms prevail, as 
Marx and Engels showed, has engendered serious con
flicts both in relations among people and in relations 
between people and nature, whereas communism must 
lead to a genuine settlement of the contradictions 
between man and man, and between man and nature. 1 

Lenin profoundly developed these brilliant ideas 
of the founders of scientific socialism. He lived and 
worked in the epoch when the contradictions of the 
development of the human race discovered by Marx 
and Engels had assumed dangerous proportions. And, 
of course, Lenin paid special attention to wars which 
had been the product of the antagonistic class society 
and which were becoming particularly dangerous in 
the imperialist epoch. With the appearance of new 
types of weaponry, Lenin held, wars acquire the abil
ity to undermine the very conditions of the life of 
society. This places a great responsibility on the work
ing class in the struggle against imperialist militar
ism. It also places a special responsibility on social
ist society, the society of labour, the international 
principle of which, as Marx had noted, is to live in 
peace. 2 

1 K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, vol. 42, p. 116 (Russian 
edition). 

2 K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, vol. 17, p. 5 (Russian 
edition). 
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The broad treatment of the major problems of 
mankind's development by Marxism-Leninism and the 
close interlacing of their fmal solution with the ac
complishment by tho working class of its historical 
mission with the victory of socialism and commun
ism h~ve in fact become the basic principles of 
Ma~xist humanism or communist humanism, which 
Marx considered as solely realistic. There is no need 
Lo argue that these ideas toda~ are the ?1ost pote.nt 
wrapon in the struggle to deliver mankmd and its 
future from the threats that are being reproduced on 
a truly gigantic scale by imperialism. 

And the last, but not the least point of principle. 
As Marx aptly said in his "Theses on Feuerbach", all 
philosophers of the past _only explai_ned the. worl~. 
Extending this statement, it can be said that, m addi
tion, the energy of these philosophers was for the most 
part directed at consolidating and preserving the old, 
essentially obsolete social order. On the other hand, 
Lhe extremely rare trends of a different type-teach
ings looking to the future-were devoid . of a trul_Y 
scientific basis and remained only attractive, beauti
l'ul, yet completely impracticable utopias .. Ma:xism
Leninism the most important part of which is the 
IPaching 'of socialism and communism, is the ~rst 
t.l1nory in history to turn the noble. d:eam of .est~bhsh
i n g a just social system, the socialist _utop;a, into a 
science. Moreover, it is the first teachmg m human 
cnltural history, which, when consciously ap~lied, pro
virlorl tho basis for tho creation of a new society. 

Marxism-Leninism signalled the first appearance of 
a scientific theory on tlie scene of historical action. 
This theory has become a tool of the practical trans
l'ormaLion of society, a reliable and precise tool, not 
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only of the scholar, but also of the practical worker
the builder of socialism and communism. 

Is there any need to al'gno that tho rise and devel
opment of socialism with all its fonnativo difficulties, 
development contradictions and its constant progress, 
as well as its growth in depth and perfection is the 
chief phenomenon which, since October 25, 1917, has 
been increasingly determining both the face of the 
modern world and the general course of human his
tory? 

Universal Significance of Marxism 

One of the ever-present stumbling-blocks for phi
losophers has been the issue of the relation between 
the general and the particular. For politicians, it is 
a problem of combining the international and the na
tional. Clearly, these two issues are of tremendous im
portance to any revolutionary. Marxism-Leninism has 
rendered its greatest service by having found clear 
and precise, scientifically-grounded solutions to these 
problems through their in-depth philosophic elabora
tion. 

The point is that Marxism-Leninism itself, being 
of a universal and general character, has become 
the world's only teaching to offer-given, naturally, a 
consistent and creative, rather than dogmatic approach, 
the opportunity to correctly solve any regional or na
tional problems. 

This outstanding feature of Marxist-Leninist 
teaching has been pn'detormined, one is inclined to 
think, by tho fact that tho material for its elaboration 
was a great many facts, facts relating essentially to 
every period of the history of mankind and to various 
regions of tho world. From tho historical, economic 
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and philosophic standpoints, Marx, Engels and, sub
sequently, Lenin made the closest possible st~dy of 
these facts in the creative way that was typical of 
all of them. It was not the national particulars, but, 
above all the general principles that interested them 
most and not any far-fetched or thought-up princip
les, but only those that sprang from actual experience 
and from the real course of historical development. 

The laws of historical development, discovered by 
Marxism, are, if one may put it thus, the living and 
d ialoctical essence of this development, its most gen
eral formula. And for that particular reason, this gen
eral formula serves as an instrument by which any 
national reality may be analyzed and synthesized. 

As is known, the correctness of this general for
rn ula and its "suitability" for any historical and na
tional conditions have more than once been, and are 
still most actively being called into question by the 
opponents of Marxism. These opponents, however, are 
not in an enviable position. 

For, indeed, all the basic predictions made by 
Marxism throughout its existence have been fully 
rnalized. Well, there have been some "amendments" 
of timing but in fact, Marx and Lenin did say more 

' ' f Id " than once that the actual course of Ii e wou out-
smart" the best of formulas. However, the sum and 
suhsla11ce of Marxist-Leninist forecasts has been borne 
011t by history, wholly and entire!~. Indeed.' hasn't 
their analysis of the role of the workmg class m world 
development been borne out? And hasn't their forecast 
of the global, international character of the emergence 
of the new type of society been borne out? Hasn't 
there been enough evidence to bear out their conclu
sion about the innovatory, genuinely humanistic cha
racter of socialist society created by the working class? 
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Of course, all this is quite often denied, above all, 
by the ideologues of the bourgeoisie. They, naturally, 
deny the role of the proletariat and the humanistic 
essence of socialism. They presume that there is no 
democracy of an order higher than that of bourgeois 
pluralism and that there is no freedom greater than 
the "freedom" to fight socialism. But is there any
thing new in this? Nothing at all! Over a century ago 
Marx wrote that it was, certainly, a pleasant thing 
for erstwhile upstarts to contend that free competi
tion was equivalent to the ultimate form of the devel
opment of productive forces and, therefore, of human 
freedom, which implied, in the long run, that bour
geois domination meant the end of world history. 3 

The universal significance of Marxism-Leninism in 
our day shows itself also in the fact that it is widely 
practised throughout the globe. Indeed, there is no 
country, nor any social group that would not have 
come under its beneficial influence. 

Naturally, it is the working class that has been, is 
and will be the main force, tho material base of Marx
ist-Leninist theory and practice. However, it is vital 
that revolutionary democrats and the forces that have 
emerged from the crucible of the national liberation 
struggle come ever closer to Marxism-Leninism and 
accept it as their fighting weapon. Now isn't the spread 
of the ideas of Marxism-Leninism among young in
tellectuals and wide sections of tho scientific com
munity of the most diverse countries a significant 
development in itself? 

The universality and the general significance of 
Marxism-Leninism have been proved by history both 

3 K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, vol. 46, part 2, p. 156 
(Hussian edition). 
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positively and negatively, if one may put it like that. 
To start with the latter, it must be said that there 
have been numerous attempts at departure from Marx
ist-Leninist principles by some of the leaders of the 
working class movement, from Bernstein 4 all the way 
down to some of our contemporaries. However, wher
m·or there havo boen followers of Bernstein or similar 
t.l1oorists of various "paths" leading anywhere but to 
Marxism-Leninism, but to revolution, wherever 
such individuals have found themselves at the helm 
l Ito course of history has slowed down- this is a rul~ 
which knows no exception. There have been cases 
when this slowing down has sealed the fate of in
ci piont revolutions (as in Germany in 1918). There 
l1avo been instances when the activities of some 
people, who deserted the Marxist-Leninist platform of 
principle, have brought on serious crises and produced 
1·oal threats to socialism which was already being 
d1•\·eloped and constructed (as, for oxarnplo, in Hunga
ry in 1U5G, or in Czechoslovakia in 1\J68). We also 
Jrnow of cases whore the activities of the pseudo-fol
lowers of Marx have led to tho actual break-up of 
revolutionary parties. 

This is nogatiYo proof. But, naturally, it is positive 
proof that is of principal and essential significance. 
Li fc has complotPly homo out tho truth tliat tho suc-
1·1·ssful development of tho class struggle and tho sue-

4 Eduard Bernstein (1850-1932) was a well-known figure in 
Lhc German and international working class movement. He 
openly called for the revision of the philosophical, economic 
and political foundations of revolutionary Marxism. Bernstein 
claimed that the main objective of the working class movement 
Was the struggle for reforms to improve the economic situa
l1on ~f workers under capitalism; he opposed the revolutionary 
1 r:inslormation of sociely. 
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cessf ul construction of the new type of society, in 
whatever form and under whatever conditions they 
are carried out, are possible only when Communists 
remain loyal to Marxism-Leninism, that is only when 
they adopt a creative approach to their teachings, 
rather than merely repeat phrases learned by heart; 
only when they, basing themselves on historically con
firmed principles, scientific methods of Marxism and 
the general laws it has discovered, pursue a class poli
cy of principle, and work out their own independent 
line, unfailingly being guided in so doing by the 
general ultimate ideals of tho working class and its 
Marxist party-the ideals of communism. 

* * * 
The principles and methods of knowing and chang

ing the world, worked out by Marx, Engels and Lenin, 
the Marxist-Leninist principles of revolutionary think
ing and revolutionary action, have been and are a 
dependable and tried and tesLcd weapon of all true 
revolutionaries of our epoch, one of the construction 
of the communist future of all humanity. 

Pravda, March 11, 1983 

~=THE SOCIETY OF EXISTING SOCIALISM"""='=' 

SOCIALISM: REAL AND IMAGINARY 

by Vasil IVANOV 

Socialism today is the cause of hundreds of millions 
of working people. Its meaning and advantages are 
not only a theoretical but, primarily, a practical 
question. This knocks the ground from under the 
numerous abstract theories of different "models" of 
what is supposed to be ideal socialism, which are 
peddled by bourgeois ideologists and revisionists of 
all kinds. 

The Essence of Socialism 

The essence of socialism is a matter which con
cPrns growing numbers of people in the world and 
I lie interest in it is growing everywhere. This is due 
lo two main circumstances. Firstly, the vast theoretic
al and practical significance of this issue which is 
becoming ever more important with the further growth 
and expansion of socialism, for this involves not some-
1 hing which is of secondary importance; it is a mat
ter of finding the correct road to the victory of the 
revolution, to the building of the new society. Second
ly, this problem is coming to the forefront in the 
modern ideological struggle. All those who oppose 
real socialism think that they can deliver it the 

Prof. V. IVANOV is a well-knowii Bulgarian philosopher who 
specializes in problems of real socialism. 
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heaviest blow from this direction. Sundry theories of 
"new models" of socialism, of "national" socialism 
and communism, negating the essence of socialism, 
are springing up like mushrooms after a good rain
fall. 

What does socialism mean? Today its essence is 
not only substantiated in theory but has been proved, 
enriched and developed by the practical record of real 
socialism. It is expressed in its general laws, princip
les and features which make this system socialism, 
pure and simple, not capitalism or communism. What 
are these general laws, principles and features? 

The aggregate experience of world socialism proves 
the following. 

- The main question of revolution, as before, is 
that of powor. Either the power of the working class 
acting in alliance with all working people or the 
power of the bourgeoisie. There is no third way. 

-- The transition to socialism is possible only if 
the working class and its allies, gaining real political 
power, use it to end the socio-economic domination 
of the capitalist and other exploiters. 

- The victory of socialism is possible if the work
ing class and its vanguard, the Communists, are able 
to inspire and rally the toiling masses in the struggle 
to build the new society and transform the economy 
and all social relations along socialist lines. 

- Socialism can be firmly established only if the 
working people's power is able to defend the revolu
tion from any attacks by the class enemy (and these 
attacks are inevitable, both from within and, still 
more so, from without). 

These general laws, basic principles and features 
of socialism make this social system qualitatively 
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di ffcrent from all other social systems. They express 
1 h c essence of a qualitatively new state of society. 
Tliry are not invented, nor are they foisted upon life. 
They are conditioned by tho entire course of history, 
by the state and degree of development of the pro
ductive forces requiring new relations of production 
and along with them, the fnndamental reorganization 
ol' the social structure, etc. Marxist-Leninist science 
discovers and concept11alizes these laws and shows 
1 liP ways of making full use of them to accelerate 
c;ocial progress and assure the victory and growth of 
rC'al socialism. 

Inasmuch as these general laws express the es
o-;nnce of socialism, the inevitable conclusion is that in 
any country building socialism these basic laws, prin
(' i ples and features must be put into practice. Social
: ~m does not, and cannot exist without them. They 
:ire obligatory for every state and every party advanc
i 11g along the socialist road of development. These 
hasic laws, principles and features are dialectically 
interconnected, they cannot be considered or imple
mented in isolation. One cannot recognize a part of 
1 liem only, discarding the other part. They constitute 
an integral system and for this reason must be al~ays 
translated into reality as a single whole, systematical
ly and consistently. Capitalist exploitation and oppres
sion can only be abolished if the socialist revolution 
triumphs and the power of working people .is estab
lished. The lot of the people can only be improved 
if social ownership of the means of production is in
troduced and the rapid growth of productive forces 
for the good of society is assured. Socialist democracy 
cannot exist and develop if citizens' real rights and 
l'reedoms are not guaranteed. When the fundamental 
laws, principles and features of socialism are not put 
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into operation but are replaced by other principles 
and provisions, what results is not socialism but some
thing which has no right to be called socialism. And 
if these fundamental laws, principles and features are 
divorced from and opposed to each other, if some of 
them are rejected and others accepted, then, even 
given the best intentions of particular leaders, social
ism is inevitably deformed and degenerates. This logi
cally results in its complete negation, to the point 
where all that was earlier partly accepted in words or 
in deeds, is discarded. 

Of course, the general laws and principles of so
cialism in each country operate differently, in a con
crete and specific way. In the unity of general laws 
and their specific form of realization in each country, 
the main determining factors are the general, funda
mental laws expressing the essence of socialism, its 
basic content. 

The Traps of Pseudo-Socialism 

Even before the Great October Socialist Revolu
tion (1917) Lenin showed that revisionism inevitably 
arises in the working class movement. "The dialectics 
of history were such," he said, "that the theoretical 
victory of Marxism compelled its enemies to disguise 
themselves as Marxists." 1 Their essence is always the 
same: betrayal of the Marxist principles and their 
replacement by bourgeois or petty-bourgeois princip
les. Lenin also foretold that the struggle against revi
sionism would assume a much larger scale when revo
lution and the building of socialism were placed on 
the order of the day. He wrote that it "is bound to be 

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, vol. 18, p. 584. 
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Pxperienced by the working class on an incomparably 
larger scale when the proletarian revolution will shar
pen all disputed issues." 2 

The time of which Lenin spoke arrived long ago 
and the struggle against revisionism has assumed an 
incomparably larger scale. In this strug~le, disg~ised 
and undisguised, the enemies of Marxism act m a 
united front and their main efforts are concentrated 
on discrediting real socialism. 

The strategy and tactics of the "remodelers" and 
rnformers of socialism are very ingenious and well 
thought out, ranging from the pluralism of Marxism 
1 o various "national" models of socialism. 

In bourgeois philosophy pluralism originated as 
a trend supposedly standing above materialism and 
idealism. It denied the objectivity of truth, claiming 
lhat, depending on the interests of pe?ple, classe~, 
etc., each question has many true solutions. Such is 
the widely current bourgeois sociological theory of 
multiple factors which are independent of each other, 
are equal and operate parallel to each other. Bour
geois ideologists hold that there are no, nor can there 
he general laws in ,social development. '!'his means there 
can be no one scientific theory of social development. 
Each country developed in its own way which was 
I' undamentally different from the path of development 
or other countries. 

Both bourgeois ideologists and reformists a~d 
modern revisionists strive above all to prove by their 
theory of pluralism that Leninism is not a new stage 
in the development of Marxism but, a~ best, onl~ a 
limited, regional or, rather, narrow national doctrme. 

2 V. I. Lenin, Collected Wol'ks, vol. 15, p. 39. 
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Along ':ith M~r~:ism created by Marx and Engels, 
along with Lemmsm as a specifically Russian pheno
mena~, it is claimed, today there are many other 
Marxisms, such as Arab, African and others. 

Just as there are many versions of Marxism, there 
must be m_any models of socialism. Each country 
mu~t. h~ve its own form of socialism. Many modern 
rovis10msts speak of different models of socialism
"democratic", "humane", "national" and others. One 
of the variants of such models is so-called Eurocom -
munism which allegedly is host suited for developed 
capitalist countries. 

The most striking feature of these theories and 
concepts is that they all see their models of socialism 
as being profoundly different and opposed to the real 
socialism built in the USSR and other socialist coun
tries. Roger Garaudy wrote that, compared with the 
USSR, tho building of socialism in France would 
dev~lop in "rovo~se order". In their Programme of 
Act10n adopted m 1968, Czechoslovak revisionists 
d~cl.ared_ that it was "a programme of European so
c~ahsm m the true meaning of the word, as the pre
v10us models have been related to different historical 
c?~diti~?s ... and do not conform to the European con
d1t10ns. One of them noted smugly that it was a 
question of a "new system of socialism" and another 
~alig~ed Russian socialism saying that it " ... is a 
distort10n of Marx's ideas and in its present form is 
unacceptable to European socialism". In the view of 
the "Eurocommunists", for instance, socialism in 
developed ?apitalist countries will have nothing in 
common with the existing socialism and will have 
another social image, totally different from real so
cialism. 
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1n their struggle against Marxism-Leninism bour
geois ideologists and the advocates of "new models" 
of socialism ("democratic", "national"), distort both 
scientific and real socialism. They go as far as to 
negate their essence and existence. An American 
"Sovietologist" wrote that the Soviet system is "anti
socialist socialism". 

"Socialism" Without Socialism 

What is the sum and substance of the "new 
models" of socialism? 

In their theory of the "third way" as represented 
by "democratic socialism" social-reformists make an 
absolute and a fetish of bourgeois democracy. They 
seek to prove the possibility of coming to so
cialism along the road of the bourgeois rule of law 
and parliamentarianism. This democracy is to remain 
1111der the new system but will be complemented with 
social democracy. And the latter may operate in con
ditions of a "mixed economy" when there is room 
for state-monopoly and monopoly forms of capital, for 
large, medium- and small-scale private property. These 
forms are complemented with the "democratic con
trol" of production, "workers' participation in manage-
111ent", broader social legislation, etc. All this is dished 
11 p for the public in vague phrases about the imple
mentation of the "main values of democratic social
ism"-freedom, justice, solidarity, etc. 

J1;. Lan's (Argentina) theory of "national social
ism" even claims that the main difference between 
socialism and capitalism is not that the former affirms 
social ownership of the means of production while the 
laLl.er frantically defends private ownership of these 
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means; according to this theory the main difference 
is in their different approach to "control over pro
duction". "Control over production" is the essence of 
"national socialism" whereby monopolies, big capital 
and landownership are fully preserved but allegedly 
are controlled. 

Thus, under "democratic" and "national" socialism 
social-reformists leave capitalism intact, since "controi 
o.ver production'', social legislation, workers' participa
t10n m management, etc., do not alter the essence of 
this system. This kind of "socialism" is not and can
not be socialism, for it neither sets nor solves the 
main tasks: transfer of power to the working class 
and other working people, conversion of the means 
of production to collective ownership, liquidation of 
exploitation, etc. In this setting, even "control over 
production'', participation in management, etc., lose 
their meaning, since everything depends on who is 
going to exercise this control and who will dominate in 
management. 

The theories of right-wing revisionism- "new 
models" of socialism, "humane socialism" and the like 
-dismally failed in Czechoslovakia. They were aimed 
at detaching Czechoslovakia from the world socialist 
system, at restoring the foundations of capitalism, for 
they pr~posed the principles of domination of "group" 
and private property, market spontaneity political 
pluralism and so on. ' 

One thought runs from social-reformist "democrat
ic" socialism to "Eurocommunism"-the denial of the 
general, essential principles of scientific socialism. 
This denial is still more complete and consistent in 
relation to real socialism under which these principles 
have been applied and developed further in accordance 
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with the concrete conditions in each country. We are 
not referring to criticism of the real weaknesses and 
shortcomings of socialist construction, which do exist 
and which must be spoken of if they are to be remo
yed we are referring to the denial of socialism as a 
social system and its replacement by some other social 
system which, in the fmal analysis, is only reformed 
capitalism. 

In opposition to the leading role of the working 
rlass and its party, its alliance with other working 
people, they advance "tho free play of all political 
forces" or domination of the "eliLe in society". In op
position to the socialist revolution and the dictator
ship of the proletariat they offer tho "democratic 
rnad" to socialism and bourgeois parliamentarianism. 
I 11 place of the liquidation of capitalist private pro
perty, the exploitation of man by man and the estab-
1 ishment of social ownership of the means of produc-
1 ion they envisage a "mixed economy" system which 
does not change the foundations of capitalism. Plan-
1H1d economic growth is abandoned in order to give 
i 1111 scope to the market elements, crises and unem
ployment. As before, society will be ruled by the old 
I ourgeois principle of distribution, not by the new, 
.~ocialist principle of distribution according ~o ~he 
quantity and quality of work done. To proletarian rn
Lc•rnationalism they oppose anti-Sovietism and natio
Halism. Communist ideology is supplanted by bour
geois-revisionist views, etc. 

When the Main Thing Is Forgotten 

What then is left of socialism as substantiated and 
d<~veloped by Marx, Engels and Lenin and as imple-
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mented in practice? Absolutely nothing! Such views 
cannot therefore be called socialism. They have noth
ing in common with reality, for such socialism is not 
known in life. 

Such socialism is anything but socialism. As for 
some alluring promises which helped win considerable 
sections of working people over to this "socialism", 
their illusory nature becomes apparent as soon as they 
come into contact with life, and they remain but vain 
hopes. 

Here too history is tho Lost confirmation of this. 
Many times and in many countries Social-Democrats 
have come to power and participated in government, 
but they have not taken the slightest step towards 
socialism. Thus, in the 20th century, Gorman Social
Democrats have been in government 12 times and 
6 times even headed it. In Britain, the Labour Party 
has headed the cabinet five times and its ministers 
have been members of other governments seven times. 
But what socialist changes have come about in these 
countries or, at least, what socialist traces have been 
left by their rule? None at all. They limited them
selves to partial reforms which not only left the foun
dations of the capitalist system intact, but did not 
look the least like socialist measures. Some of them 
brought about a certain improvement in the material 
conditions of working people, but this was won by 
the firm and consistent struggle of the masses. 

Most typical in this respect is, perhaps, Sweden's 
example. In this country, over 44 years-from 1932 
to 1976-Social-Democrats were continuously in 
office, headed 10 governments and head the govern
ment now. The world began to speak of "Swedish so
cialism" and they tl1omselves boasted of this. Of 
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rnnrse, the working people made significant 
gains over this period, owing to various circumstances. 
: ; ut has the social system changed in the country, 
l1as capitalism disappeared, has anything really social-
1:-;L appeared there? 

In Sweden the bulk of industry is in private hands. 
l,.i l'toen families connected with 13 banks are the true 
111asters of the country's economy. If this is socialism, 
,, hat then should we call capitalism? In such cases 
,\cademician D. Mikhalchev, an eminent Bulgarian 
pli ilosopher, used to say: "wooden iron". 

There can be no question of socialism when the 
111ai n and decisive things are forgotten-the gaining 
()I' political pow or by the worki~g. class .in all.ian~e wit!1 
()I lto1· working people, the abolition o[ cap1tahst pn
\ ato property and exploitation, the creation of the so
rial ist foundations of society, etc. This is why the 
n pcricnce of the Great October Socialist Revolution, 
i l1u experience of the socialist s?ciety built in t~e 
l 'SSR is an example from which all Commumst 
parties are learning and must learn, an example which 
l1as created the imago of the new society. Such an 
1·\ample is offered by other sociali~t revolutions wh.en 
I l1Py implement the general laws m accordance with 
I lie concrete historical conditions in their country. 

"The point at issue is not models", Todor 
i'. Ii ivkov said, "but their content. The question is 
w !tether socialism is not divested of its real content, 
or its general principles and laws ... The crux of the 
matter is whether a struggle is being waged to 
<>stablish the rule of the working class in alliance 
wiLh other working people; whether there is a funda-
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mental socialist reorganization of society; whether pro 
visions are made for the liquidation of capitalism, o 
the exploitation of man by man, for the triumph an 
building of a classless society; whether the real con
tent of socialism contributes to the fulfilment of th 
liberating mission of the working class, the attain 
ment of the historical aims and tasks of the interna 
tional communist movement, etc. This is the point at 
issue, this is the main and decisive thing." 

The "national models" of socialism, as thei 
architects themselves admit, lack this main and deci
sive thing. 

How then can they be a "model" of socialism? 

From V. Ivanov's book Real 
Socialism, Moscow, Politizdat, 198 

(in Hussian) 

··--syp GLOSSARY==~~========~== 

THE TWO PHASES OF COMMUNIST SOCIETY 

SOCIALISM is the first 11>hase of the communist socio-
1·conomic formation. It is the social system superseding capi-
1 :ti ism and characterized by social ownership of the means of 
procluction, an absence of the exploitation of man by man anrl 
11)' commodity production planned on the scale of society. 

Inasmuch as in the process of historical development so
··i:tlism immediately follows capitalism and sometimes is form
"'' while other economic structures that originated earlier 
lh:in capitalism continue to exist in the country, it bears 
I races of the old society and uses certain socio-economic forms 
which evolved at the preceding stages of social development. 
\t the level of the development of productive forces and with 
"'lt'ial ownership of the means of production under socialism, 
I he old division of labour, the essential distinctions between 
inlellectual and physical labour, between town and country, 
.1 rp not yet fully overcome. Socialism retains the commodity 
··h:iractcr of production and the rlefinite social distinctions 
I 11·!wcen workers, peasants and intellectuals; and in the po
li l ical field it retains the state. 

At the same time, socialism fundamentally differs from cn
pi I :1 \ism. The abolition of private ownership of the means of 
, 1rocluclion anrl the establishment of social socialist ownership 
: '"•nsform the economic anrl socio-political aspects of society. 
l'he goal of production is no longer maximum profits for pri
'- :i le owners but the maximum satisfaction of the material, 
"Ilellectual and cultural requirements of the members of so
' i<·ly within the limits of the level reached by the productive 
l'nrres. The society, once blighted by antagonistic contradic-
1 ions, becomes one of working people held together by the 
•·ornmunity of fundamental interests. 

COMMUNISM is the higbe,st phase of the communist socio
"'·onomic formation based on social ownership of the means 
11 1' production; it is a society whose immediate goal is the 
11 1llimited, all-round development of every individual. The social 
division of labour, the essential distinctions between intellectual 
'
1nd physical labour, which are linked with private ownership 

'
1r<' eliminated on the basis of social ownership of the means 
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of production and the colossal development of the productive 
forces; also, class differences and distinctions are removed, 
the character of labour is changed, labour gradually becoming 
the vital need of the harmoniously developed individual. 

What distinguishes communism from socialism is the huge 
development of its productive forces capable of creating an 
abundance of consumer articles and so allowing the main 
principle of communism to be implemented: "From each ac
cording to his ability, lo each according to his needs." But 
communism does not merely create an abundance of producls 
allowing everyone to satisfy his needs; it is a society moulding 
men in all the diversity of their human creative faculties. Man 
is not a consumer eager for as many consumer items as he 
can possibly get; he develops purely human needs, first of 
all the need for creative transformation. 

The fundamental change in the process of production and 
in the character of human activities entails relevant changes 
in all social relations, primarily in ownership relations. Whereas 
under socialism, social ownership of the means of production 
assumes two forms-state property (belonging to all the peo
ple) and cooperative property, under communism there is 
only one type of property-communist property. 

The interests of the individual and society are mutually 
opposed in a class-divided antagonistic society. Totally differ
ent relations emerge in communist society. Everyone is given 
the opportunity of developing freely, precisely because com
munist society has a vested interest in this; in this society 
every individual is no longer regarded as a member of a 
definite socio-class group but as a representative of society as 
a whole; the free development of every citizen becomes the 
condition for the free development of all. Social transforma
tions in society lose their political character; communist public 
self-government replaces the state. 

~DIALOGUE WITH THE READER========== 

IS THE LEADING ROLE OF ffiE CPSU 
COMPATIBLE WITH DEMOCRACY? 

~he bourgeois press. persistently reiterates that the 
. PSU and _othe~ rulmg parties in socialist countries 
impose t~e1r _will on. the people and the state and 
that .the1.r diktat hmders the activities of public 
orgamzatwns. And indeed how can two t 
that se t b ' concep s 

"d em o e mutually, exclusive exist side by 
s1 ~: _the leading role of the Communist Party and 
soc1al1st d:mocracy enshr~ned in the Constitution of 
the USSR. How do relatwnships between the Party 
?nd the ~late, and the Party and the people evolv~ 
m pract~ce'l . A~e there any safeguards to protect 
democratic prmc1ples'l 

Frnnz SCHUTZ (FRG) 

The Editors asked Fyodor FEDORCHUK, ?.Sc. (Philosophy), 
lo deal with these qurstions. 

Dear Mr. Schutz 
The questions you' raise in your letter touch upon 

'.ho very essence of our socialist system one of its 
I 11n?amental principles. Understandably,' tho bour
~r,~is press does not pass over these questions but 
d?hberately i;nisinterprets thorn, attempting to discre
~~ 1,t t~e very idea of socialist democracy. Therefore, in 
eplymg to your letter I shall not limit myself to 

;~er~ly stating t.h~t it is the Communist Party as the 

11 
admg and. gmdmg force of Soviet society that is 

1 .~e most reliable g.uarant~e of its democracy. I would 
1 e to broaden this thesis with the aid of examples 
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illustrating some concrete aspects of the multifarious 
activities of the CPSU. 

First of all, I would like to note that the building 
of socialism and communism is a broad movement 
involving the working class and all other strata of 
working people and drawing upon their mass initiative 
and creative effort. Lenin said in this connection that: 
"Communism must be made comprehensible to the 
masses of the workers so that they will regard it as 
their own cause". 1 He also said that socialism "cannot 
be implemented by a minority, by the Party. It can 
be implemented only by tens of millions when they 
have learned to do it themselves" 2• Therefore, the 
Communist Party does not oppose democracy. On the 
contrary it does its utmost to comprehensively develop 
democracy in every sphere of state and social life 
and at every level, and encourages citizens to partici
pate actively in the exercise of state power and in 
government, clearly aware of the fact that successful 
progress along the path to socialism and communism 
would be impossible without this. 

It is a truism that society cannot exist in an ad
vanced country today without being governed by rul
ing political parties. The narrow and limited social 
base of these ruling parties in capitalist countries, in 
comparison with that of the ruling communist parties 
in socialist countries, is plain to see. The social com
position of the ruling party determines whether it is 
democratic or not. Let us then take a look at the social 
composition of the CPSU from this standpoint. 

The working class, whose representatives occupy 
the leading place within the Communist Party, is 
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t V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, vol. 31, p. 372. 
2 Ibid., vol. 27, p. 135. 

the mainst~y and core of the Party's social base; the 
Party also mcludes collective farmers and intellectuals 
l:urre~t~y, th~ CPSU has a membership of about 
18 m1ll~on, with the workers and collective farmers 
numbermg m?re than 9 million and the intellectuals 
'.ind other ~ocial strata, including specialists working 
1 ~1 the nat10nal economy numbering over seven mil-
1 wn. The democratic procedure of admission into the 
Party guarantees its representative character. 

Th~ Communist Party of the Soviet Union is de
mocratic ~rst of all owing to its broad social base to 
!lie consc10us support given it by the masses, ow'ing 
to tl~e fact that the masses are well-informed and so 
cai: Judge the Party's poli?y and approve it. All this, 
!f,ll~te naturally, has been mstrumental in making the 
(,I SU the nucleus of the Soviet political system. 

How t.hen is the pol~cy of the ruling party formula
ted_ a~d implemented m the conditions of developed 
,~:1c~ahsm? vVh~t is the procedure for taking decisions 
~vluch are crucial to the country and its future? Does 
~t ensure that the necessary account is taken of the 
1

1 nt~rests of the country's different social strata, and 
1lte1r harmony achieved? 

I would like to draw your attention precisely to 
the,se as~ects of the CPSU's activities. As the coun
try s rulrng Party for more than 63 years now the 
l:PSU has worked out and tested in practic~ the 
I ?rms and I?etho~~ of a consistently democratic solu
lion to soc10-pohtical and economic problems on a 
'.'ountless i:um.ber of occasions having provided reli
ahle orgamzat10nal and political guarantees for solv-
1 ng these problems. 

. . One such guara~tee is the collective party leader
slup. The Commumst Party strictly follows the pro-
3-G87 
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cedure whereby all crucial problems arc considered in 
tho lnading pnrt.y bodies at every level and in tho local 
party orgallizv!ions not by "select" individuals and 
small gro11 ps o[ leaders, but democratically, by all 
party members, at democratic party forums. These 
forums are the Congresses of the CPSU, of the Com
munist Parties of the Union Republics, the regional, 
territorial, city, clif;lrict and other party conferences 
at which the delegates, the Party's authorized repre
sentatives, elected from among the more experienced, 
competent and authoritative party members have their 
decisive say. 

If you follow tho events in the Soviet Union you 
probably know that the more important problems af
fecting the whole country arc often submitted to a 
national referendum before being discussed by the 
Party. Discussions which precoded tho adoption of 
tho CPSU Prngrnrnme (HHH), of tho draft of tho now 
Constitntion ol' tho USSR (Hl77), tho drafts of the 
Jive-year oco11omic development plans, and, indeed, 
all tho draft laws in the past few yoars arc' all part 
and parcel of tho democratic process which enables 
tho Communist Party to see and take into considera
tion, in pursuing its policy, the realities of Soviet life 
in all thC'ir complexity and diversity, tho general and 
specific interests of different strata and groups of the 
population. 

The Programme of the CPSU reads in part: "The 
Party considers it its duty always to consult the work
ing people on the major questions of home and foreign 
policy, to make these questions an object of nation
wide discussion and to attract the more extensive par
ticipation of non-members in all its work". This is 
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<1W a Conslil 1ll.ional prov1s10n. ArlirlC' !) of the Con 
-! iLution of the USSH says: "Major matters of state 

"'ll he s11hrniUC'd lo nalion-wide discussion and pnt 
· a popular volt• (rel'urnllllum) ". 

I think now you see the nature of the decision
:!iaking procedure of the Communist Party and the 
:oviet slate at all levels. It involves the comprelrnn-
1\ u st 11dy and discussion of problems, tho accumula-

. on of tho views and experiences of Communists and 
ion-party masses, and tho adoplion of the view of 

!ho majority. 

_ Socialis~ d~mocr.acy, the development and perfec
t :on of winch rs gmded by the Party, is hased on the 
<l'Ong social unity of all classes and strata of Soviet 
·1~iety, of all_ nationalities and ethnic groups of the 
:-iSR, determmed by the community of their funda

:.Pntal interC'sts as tho co-owners ~f the means of 
; orluction. Therduro, rigl1t from tho start of the 
'i'llgglc for socialism and commnnism, the working 
i.'tss and its Party have enjoyed the growing support 
.i Urn o!hcr classes and social strata of society whicl1 

'ogother with tho working class, provide a beneficial 
ocial medium for the development and growth of the 

: 'arty. The CPSU does not confine its activities to 
111e class. It strives to win the trust of all strata of 

i l,e population, to strengthen its links with the work-
:i1g masses and draw their progressive members into 
d~ ranks. In my view, this basis for the development :.i democracy is obviously much more reliable and 
11

1 o?der th~n ~he class discord that marks bourgeois 
''.•cJCty wluch is rent by irreconcilable economic, poli
l 11·al and ideological contradictions. 
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When speaking of the indissoluble link between 
Party leadership and the advancement of socialist 
democracy one cannot pass over the question of free
dom of criticism, an integral part of the democratic 
process. 

Under the bourgeois system, criticism is a mani
festation of the struggle between tho classes and par
ties. In socialist society, where power takes the state 
form of an alliance between the working class and 
tho peasantry, a form of political cooperation between 
working people, Communists and non-party people, 
the Communist Party assumes responsibility for disc
losing mistakes and drawbacks in good time. It deems 
it necessary to expose and correct drawbacks and 
mistakes both in matters of policy and in practical 
activities, aware of its responsibility to society and 
the growing role of the subjective factor in historical 
clevelopment. It should be noted that the development 
of criticism in the Party and society is ensured both 
by ideological and organizational means. The Party, 
state and economic bodies, the public organizations, 
and also officials that have been criticized are obliged 
to react to it, i.e., correct the infringements which 
have been made and report on what has been done 
in each particular case to rectify the situation. The 
mechanism of criticism and self-criticism is integral 
to the functioning of the Party and the entire Soviet 
political system; figuratively speaking, it is set in 
motion by millions of Communists and non-party 
citizens. 

Such is another guarantee assuring socialist de
mocracy. And it is precisely the Communist Party 
that has proposed and secured it. 
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The activities of the Party and its local organiza
tions have an open character and are pursued .i1: full 
,·iew of both Communists and non-party c1t1zens. 
lnasmuch as the Soviet people are widely informed of 
the Party's activities through the press, radio and TV~ 
they can properly judge the direction a!1d ~onten~ of 
party work and are active i1?' i11?'plementmg ~ts policy. 

The procedure for const1tutmg the leadmg party 
bodies is crucial to ensuring the democratic character 
of party leadership. As is known, the CPSU leading 
bodies are elected at every level by secret ballot, and 
llie unlimited right of objecting to candidates is exer
cised. This allows candidates who enjoy the people's 
trust and respect to be elected. The democracy of the 
party leadership is also ex~ressed. in the .fact that all 
party organizations and their leadmg b~dies regularl_y 
report on their work to the Cornmumsts and their 
delegates at party conferences and cong~esses .. These 
rnports are made public; they are published w the 
press and openly discussed. 

You noted in your letter, Mr. Schutz, that the 
bourgeois press, when referring to socialist countr~es, 
often resorts to such words as "diktat" of the rulmg 
parties which "impose" their will upon the people and 
Lhe state. 

The Party is the leader of the masses, their col
lective political leader and the organizer of ~ocial life. 
I lowever it is not and administrator ordenng people 
;drnut· it' does not supplant state and public bodies; it 
convi~ces and guides the working mas~es. Th.e Party 
formulates and offers to the masses its policy and 
scientifically-grounded solutions o~ urg_ont soci~l prob
lems and acts as political orgarnzer rn carrymg out 
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t!1e~o solutions. Tho course of the CPS lJ and its in i
tiat1ves arc, wl!ole-hearterlly approved of and snpporL
o.d l>y .the Sov,1~t pooplo, and all strala o[ tho popula
twn of tho USSR, not because o[ tl10 Party's political 
pressure upon society. The influence and authority 
?f the CPS U stem above all from the principles which 
J t upholds in practice. 

The Soviet people thernsel ves see tho need for this 
kind of yolitical l~adership. They not only acknow
lod~e th is. leadersh1 p but arc also personally interest
ed 111 seerng it consistently exorcised for the Lonellt 
of r~alizin¥ socialist and communist ideals. 

So, takmg the above into consideration, 1 fool tltat 
tho answer. to t~e question "is the Party's loadi 11 g 
role compatible vVJth democracy!>" is "yes". 

Yours respectful 1 y, 
Fyodor FEDOHCIIUK 

--~~THE WORLD REVOLUTIONARY PROCESS= 

A FALSE ALTERNATIVE TO THE 
PROLETARIAN PARTY 

Anti-Communist Ideologists and Lenin's Theory 
of the Party 

by Ylll'i KHASlN 

U11e uf ilic /c111/iur1 direclio11s 11{ /Jo11rucois ideoiuuic11/ 
nll<wl,s <1u ill(' u1orfd·11:1 ('/us.-; is centred on T.1enin's 
lfu'f!I'!/ ol " l't'lllJ/1llio1wry t•ro/e/ariun ['arty. Tlze Party 
is l'(JJ,s!anlfy under ul lacks /!y bourucois critics and 
uli sort.' uf n/ormis/ and /e/f-rndical I heoreticians. 
'J'f:e 1>ut/J11.\i· is lo i/cpriui: I /1,, wurki11u l'iass of its 
/e(l(/u, !o 111·11/r11/i:I' Us rcuolutionuru f!l>U'nlial. 

Jn their hisLorical initiative and activity tlw work
i 11g class and working people far from always act 
,; pontaneousl y. Jn the present period they mostly 
(:onsciously search for rational solutions, taking due 
;tccount or tl1c real situation and possibilities and 
l'rnrning a well 1rniglil.NI and purposeful strategy and 
ladies of the cl ass sLrnggle. This is achieved with 

\'. KRASIN, D.Sc. (l'hilosophy), is µro-rector of the ,\cademy 
t1f Social Sciell!'('S at the CPSU Central Commitl('c, author of 
:1 series of important studies on problems of Marxism Leninism, 
such as "The Theory of Socialist Hcvolution: Lenin's Heritage 
and Our Time" (1\J77), "Hcvolutionary Theory and Revolution
"ry Practice" (197\l), ''The Hcvolulionary Process of Our Time" 
1 t \)81). 
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the help of tho political headquarters of the working 
class, the Party, capable of directing the actions of 
the masses in line with the prevailing historical situa
tion, the real balance of forces and the final aims of 
the entire movement. 

No Ground for Opposition 

Contrary to the facts, bourgeois professors dismiss 
Lenin's theory of the political Party of the working 
class as extreme voluntarism and "vanguardism". 
"Leninism is 'Partyism'," write Harry and Bonaro 
Overstreet. "Marxism is not. Marx, to be sure, called 
for an independent, secret and open, organization of 
tho workers' Party. But the Party never became for 
him a major preoccupation. Lenin converted Marx's 
doctrine of revolution into a doctrine of revolution as 
engineered by a certain type of Party". 1 Herbert 
Marcuse 2 accuses Leninism of supplanting the pro
letariat with a professional party. The subjective factor 
of the revolutionary strategy, he declares, is mono
polized by the Party and there is a "factual transfor
mation of proletariat from the subject to an object of 
the revolutionary process." 3 A similar idea is expres
sed by another bourgeois sociologist, Alfred G. Meyer 

1 H. and B. Overstreet, What We Must Know about Com
munism, N. Y., 1958, p. 103. 

2 Herbert Marcuse (b. 1898) is a bourgeois sociologist and 
philosopher; in the 1960s he put forward the idea that the 
working class had lost its revolutionary role which passed to 
·"outsiders" (lumpen elements and persecuted national minorit
ies) and to radically-minded students and intellectuals. His 
theory largely shaped the ideology of the left extremists in 
the West-Ed. 

3 H. Marcuse, Soviet Marxism. A Critical Analysis, N.Y., 
1958, Columbia University Press, p. 31. 
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who says that "to the Party was given the task that 
Marx had envisioned as being fulfilled by the work
ing class." 1 

Ono is struck by the stubborn efforts of critics to 
oppose Lenin's theory of the Party to the views of the 
founders of Marxism. But these efforts lack substance 
as already in "The Manifesto of the Communist 
ParLy" Marx and Engels made a special point con
cerning the role of the Communist Party in the work
ing class movement. They showed that the Party 
expresses the fundamental interesls of the proletar~at, 
is an advanced and stimulating section of the workmg 
class which at each stage of development upholds the 
interests of the movement as a whole. 

Equally groundless are the assertions that Marx 
identiiled the Party with the class and that Lenin 
saw in it an elite of professional revolutionaries as
suming tho functions of tho working class in the 
revolutionary process. As can be seen in Chapter II 
of the "Manifesto", Marx and Engels did not at all 
think Lhat the political Party of the proletariat coin
cided with tho class but viewed it as a revolutionary 
'anguard of the working class. Lenin too saw the 
! 'arty as an advanced political organization of the 
:, or king class whose strength lies in its bonds with 
lite masses. 

The Myth about "Elitism" 

When attacking Lenin's theory of the Party, its 
critics usually disregard the general laws governing 
Lhe formation and development of the workers' politic-

4 A. Meyer, Leninism, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1957, 
p. 291. 
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al party and instead analyse some specific featmes 
of this process in Hussia. Moreover, these foatures arc 
110L shown in their true light. 

As is known, tho political Party of tho working 
class in Hussia appeared during tsarism, in the ab
sence of any dmnocratic freedoms and any more or 
less broad possibilities for legal activity. Clearly, in 
this situation the size of tho Party was limited be
cause it had to act underground and its professional 
revolutionaries had to shoulder a tremendous amount 
of work. Altlw11gli small 1111111erirnlly, Lenin's Party 
was llO\'er elitisl. IL was a working class organization 
which always, ovou al the most trying rnoments, 
rnainlainl'd live conLad with the massC's. Tl111:;, cl11ring 
Lim lrnrd years of rPaction wltirh set in al'Ln Llir; defrat 
of Llie Hl0:-i-1\J07 l'O\'Oll!Lio11, the Jlmty al:I i 11g in deep 
clarnl<•stinity used its work in tlw ;.;taLP Uurna 5, in 
llw trade 1111iu1Js aud i11s11ra11ct~ soridi<'s, in clubs and 
cYe11ing ::;cl10ub for rnaintai11i11g <ind Pxpanding Lies 
w i tlt the masses. 

Tho ideological opponents of Leninism contend 
that the small size of tho party is a sign of an "elite 
organization" and attribute this to all Leninist type 
parties. Professor George Sabine of Cornell University 
(USA) so declares in his lectmes on Marxism: "Com
nlllnist parties, following Lenin's model, have been 
elite parties with liLLl<: or 110 ambition to grow into 
majorities." G 

Some bourgeois professors proclaim Lenin's theory 

G State Duma was a representative institution of lhP Russian 
Empire (1\l06-1917) elected by the population. It was an adviso
ry body and discussed bills which were then approvC'd hy the 
Tsar--Ed. 

i; G. II. S:ibinc, Mur:rism, N. Y., 1\1!»8, p. :m. 
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o[ the Party a projection of Bakuninist traditions. 7 

Bakuninism, writes American sociologist R. Waelder, 
was vanquished hy Marxism in the Hussian social 
(lemocratic movement. Hut this was one of the cases 
wlien the victor was gradually taken into captivity by 
tho vanquished. Lenin the Marxist in fact adopted 
i :akuninist stral.egy and created the Uolshevik Party 
not as a mass party but as a t.:are01· elite of profession
al revolutionaries, a professional army of the revolu
Lion. 8 

Other critics ascrilJO to Le11i11 IHauq11ist views u 
011 Llw political party as an orgaJJ izalion of conspirat
ors aiming at the conquest of power in disregard of 
I ho objective conditions and tho mood of tho masses. 
"Lo11i11ism is without doubt Hla11t111ist, and may oven 
lie partially derived frnm IHarn111i," assl•rls Chalmers 
Johnson. 10 

But all U1t•so cuntenlions have no proofs Lo Sllj>port 
Llil'nl. In co11tra::;t Lo Bakunini::;111 and Blanquisrn, Llw 
J\larxist Party in the struggle for power relies on tho 
working class, on broad masses of working people. 
In the early 1920s Lenin criticized "loft" Commun-

7 Bakuninism was a political trend in the European labour 
movement of the 1870s named after Mikhail Bakunin (1814-
1876), a Russian revolutionary and theoretician of anarchism. 
Bakuninists formed a closed political organization of revolu
lionaries without a class base--Ed. 

8 Sec R. Waelder, Progress and Rel!o/ution, N. Y., 1967, 
l'· 268. 

9 Blanquism was a political trcud named after !he French 
uiopi:m Communist Blanqui (1805-1881) whose supporters 
i>clicved that even in the absence of a revolutionary situation 
a narrow group of conspirators dissociated from the revolu
tionary class could stage a victorious uprising-Ed. 

1° Ch . .Johnson, Reuo/ution and the Sociul System, The 
l loovr·r lnslilul ion 011 War, Hcvolution, and Peace; Stanclford 
I! nivnsity Press, 1 \)()I, p. [i6. 
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ists in some European parties who called for a "direct 
storming of capitalism" notwithstanding the fact 
that Communists did not have the broad mass sup
port in the struggle for power. If we were to. adopt 
these tactics, Lenin warned, and hurl the revolutionary 
vanguard .alone into the battle, without having mass . 
support, this would lead to the inevitable defeat of the 
parties. 

Doth the theory and practice of Bolshevism refutes 
the myth about Communists' Blanquism and "elitis~"· 
In face of the severe conditions imposed by tsarism · 
and harsh persecutions, the Bolshevik Party was a~le 
to win the sympathies and support of the working 
class and all working people. And owing to this the 
Bolsheviks not only seized power but also retained it 
in their hands. 

The Bolshevik Party had nothing in common with 
an "elite organization" in its social composition eit~or. 
At all stages of its history it relied on the working 
class recruiting its members from among the most 
adva~ced and class-conscious workers. This is why at 
the decisive moments tho entire class responded to 
the call of the Party to grapple with tho difficulties · 
which arose in the course of the socialist revolution. 
A vivid illustration of this are the years of the Civil 
War and foreign military intervention ( 1918-1920), 
when the worl(ers, following the Party, were to be 
found in the most difficult sectors of the front. 

The Class and the Party 

Bourgeois ideologists try to oppose the working 
class to its political Party. Tho class and the Party 
are presented as two poles-the first accumulating 
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passivity, "Economism" 11 and spontaneity and the 
other active will and political consciousness. From 
Lenin's standpoint, declares English anti-communist 
.\. Ulam, "the worker wants to be paid more and ... 
socialism has to be beaten into his head by the out
siders, the intelligentsia." 12 Lenin's entire conception 
of the Party therefore bears the imprint of religious 
lW ossianism. 

This is sheer sophistry, for in this case the Party 
is divorced from tho working class and passed off as 
an alien organization forced upon it from the out
side. Lenin's conception is based on the premise that 
!he Party arises as an inevitable product of the devel
opment of the labour movement, when the proletariat 
l'rom "a class in itself" turns into a "class for itself". 
In reality the case is quite different from what the 
English anti-communist seeks to prove when he says 
that the workers want just economic improvements 
whereas the Party imposes a political struggle on 
ll1om. The working class movement itself, by the logic 
nf its development, enters the political struggle for 
its fundamental class interests. This is expressed in 
!he emergence of a political organization representing 
it in relations with the state and the other classes, i.e., 
in the political sphere. There is nothing supernatural, 
\1essianic in the activity of the working class Party. 
r ts political activity stems from tho real requirements 
flf the working class movement confronted with tho 

11 "Economism" was an opportunist trend in the Russian 
social-democratic movement at the end of the 19th and the 
beginning of the 20th century. Its adherents i~sisted that the 
working class should wage only an economic struggle and 
minimized the importance of revolutionary theory-Ed. 

12 A. Ulam, Lenin and the Bolsheviks, L., 1966, p. 178. 
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political need lo rPalizc iLs placP i11 the hic;lorical pro
rrss and its tasks in thf' slrngglr for liher<'ltion from 
t';1pi!alist exploit.alion. 

"'lie alternaliv(• offered by hourg-Pois critics: who is 
called upon to be the "subject of the revolntion"--the 
Party or the class-is sterile. The fact is that without 
its political Party the working class cannot he the 
"snhject of the n•voli1tio11". The prolrtariat 1weds a 
rcrnlutionary political J>arLy as a vehicle of scientific 
theory, as a political educator drawing on the rich in
ternational experience of the working class movement 
and as organizer of the practical struggle of the whole 
class for immediate m: well as final objectives. 

Only the Party ensures the consistency an<l con
tinuity of tho proletariat's class strngglc. BPing the 
ideological, political and organizational centrr of the 
socialist revolution, it is able to chart and carry into 
practice the profotarian political line without 'which 
!hr viclory of thr r·ey0Ji1tion is 0111 of the question. 

In the Interest of All Working People 

The fact that the Marxist-Leninist Party is class
based does not set it aloof from other strata of the 
people capable of fighting for democracy and socialism. 
Lenin denounced the "Economists" who sought to 
confine the programmn and practical activity of the 
party to the "workers' interests" only. The chief in
terest of the working class is much broader-the libe
ration of society from all oppression. This is why the 
Party of tho prolnlariat attracts to itself all sound 
revolutionary forces from the other social strata and 
pursues a p~licy of broad class alliances. At different 
stages of tho rrvolntionary struggle the Bolshevik 
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! 'arLy ad mi LLed the liesl people from the prasantry 
.1,«l intnllignitsia \Yho accople<l tlw principles of 
' 'rxi~I L1 11i11isL ideology and policy. 

Leniu 11c\er idenlili0d small membership as a 
i ypical feature of the revolutionary working class 
1 'arty. In those rare periods in the history of the revo
! 11tionary movement in Hussia when the Bolshevik 
: 'arty had a chance to acL morn or lPss freely, ils 
r1 nmorical strength increased drastically. Thus, in the 
;rntumn of 1905, during the upsurge of the bourgeois
; iemocratic revolution, RSDLP organizations in cities 
'ncrnase<l their membership twofold, threefold and even 
tenfold. Lenin wrote with reference to this: "In tho 
.;pring of 1905 our Party was a league of underground 
·ircles; in the a11tumn it became the Party of the 
·11illions of the proletarial." i:J The growth was still 
.1•ore imposing after the victory of the February bour
r•ois-democrntic r<)rnl11tion of 1917 (aLout 100,000 

·1:1:rni.Jors). 
Assessing the prospects of ll10 communist move 

,,(•nt in the developed capitalist countries, Lenin spoke 
i! creating mass revolutionary parties thorn. Ho wrote: 
ill Europe, where almost all tho proletarians are 
!'ganized, we must win the majority of tho working 
lass and anyone who fails to understand this is lost 

· i the communist movement." 14 

Today, when tho size and influence of the working 
lass have grown immeasurably, when the interests 

:ind position of other classes and social strata oppres
"ed by monopoly capital are drawing closer to the in
' crests and position of the working class, favourable 

13 V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, \'Ol. lfi, p. Hi1. 
14 l/Jid., vol. :32, p. 470. 
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conditions are emerging for the Marx ist-LPninist par
ties to develop into mass organizations leading the 
majority of the people. 

A Dilemma That Is Not , 

Today communist parties in a number of capitalist 
countries have become a major national political 
force. The French Communist Party has over 700,000 
memlH'rs. It consistently champions the interrsts of 
the working rlass and other working people. "Tlw 
working people of our country," said FCP General 
Secretary Georges Marchais, "must have their own 
revolutionary party, their Communist Party." 15 The 
Italian Communist Party has over 1.7 million mem
bers. A third of the electorate cast their votes for the 
ICP. 

The communist parties of West Germany, Finland 
and other co11ntri0s o[ the zone of developed capital
ism consolidate tl1eir position among the masses with 
every year. Notwithstanding the terror and cruel per
seentions, Communists have come to form an insepar
able component of a broad anti-imperialist movement 
in a nnmber of Latin American countries. Many com
mnnist parties in former colonies and semi-colonies 
have grown stronger and more influential. 

True, in many capitalist countries the Marxist
Leninist parties are not big. The ideologists of anti
communism seize upon this to discredit them. Richard 
Lowenlhal, one of the American "specialists" on com
munism, would have us believe that many communist 
parties in ~Western Europe are faced with the dilem-

l5 L'llumanite, May 27, 1973. 
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ma: either to leave the political scene or to pursue a 
social democratic policy. 16 

No doubt, Communists in this region of the world 
l1ave to contend with heavy odds. They are confronted 
by an experienced adversary having a smoothly func
tioning mechanism of political power and a ramified 
propaganda network. Considerable groups of workers 
are under the spell of reformist illusions and some 
parties arc subjected to reprisals. Moreover, as the 
leaders of a number of parties admit, there have been 
missed opportunities and mistakes in their policy. 
And still, the political weight o[ e\'en numerically 
small parties is much greater than their numbers. They 
have to their credit the development of the theory 
and strategy of revolutionary struggle for radical 
transformations and a transition to socialism. By con
ducting the revolutionary policy of the working class, 
Communists exert a vast influence on the entire poli
tical life, on the positions and behaviour of all clas
ses and political organizations. But for the Commun
ists the balance of political forces would have chan
ged in favour of reaction. The communist parties are 
the heart and soul of the left forces, the staunchest 
champions of the people's interests. 

* * * 
The modern world is inconceivable without Com

munists. Contrary to the inventions and fabrications 
of anti-communist ideologists, the world communist 
movement is performing the irreplaceable role of van
guard of the 20th century social revolution. Mobilizing 

16 See R. Lowenthal, The Prospects for Pluralistic Com
munism, Marxism in the Modern World, Standford, California, 
1965, p. 261. 
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the masses for the realization of pressing revolution
ary tasks, directing the building of a new society 
without exploitation, assimilating and generalizing 
the historical experience of struggle of the most ad
vanced class of our time and creatively developing 
Marxism-Leninism on this basis, surmounting dif
ficulties and contradictions of internal growth, it is 
the most influential international political force ca
pable of successfully solving the radical problems of 
our age. 

From Y. Krasin's Look Scared by 
the Re!;!olution. A Critical Survey 
of Bourgeois Concepts of Social 

Revolution, Mosrnw, Political 
Literature Publishers, 1!l75 

(in Russian) * 

PEACE, DETENTE, DISARMAMENT~ 

=ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION====~====== 

IMPERIALISM'S CRUSADE AGAINST 
SOCIALISM: ITS NATURE AND METHODS 

The growing prestige of socialism in the world, 
the strengthening of its positions, on the onP hand, 
and the deepening internal contradictions of capital
ism caused by a further sharpening of its gem>ral 
crisis, on the other, have caused bourgeois ideologists 
and propaganda-makers to intensify their struggle 
against tho USSH and the other socialist states. The 
US Department of State has declared a "cr11sade" 
against communism. An example of ideological sub
version within the framework of this "crusade" \\·as 
a so-called Conference on Democracy in Social isl 
Countries arranged by L'.S government agencies. In 
fact, it represents interference in the internal ai'fnirs 
of socialist states running counter to LlJC principlt's of 
Lite UN Charter awl the Final Act of the European 
Conference in Helsinki (1975), undersigned by the 
US as well. 

The propaganda campaigns of illlpcrialism have a 
common strategic aim--to denigrale the successes and 
advantages of the new system, to destabilize 
existing socialism, and to undermine the unity and 
cooperation of the socialist community countries. 
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World-wide subversive operations are coordinated by 
anti-communist centres. 

!he in~ensified ideo~ogical struggle of the two op
posmg social systems m the current period was dis
cussed at ~ meeting of Soviet sociologists sponsored 
by the Institute of Marxism-Leninism under the CPSU 
Central Committee and the magazine "Voprosy istorii 
KPSS". The round-table discussion covered a wide 
range of questions on this subject. Given below are 
contributions made in the course of the discussion 
and analyzing the nature and methods of the "cru
sade" proclaimed by imperialism against socialism. 

Stepan MOKSHIN, Cand.Sc. (History): Psycho
logical war against socialism as part of state politics. 

Psychological war, undertaken by US propaganda
makers and special services against the USSR and 
other socialist states has become part of state politics. 
The objective is, in effect, to plunge the world into a 
new total ideological war, similar to the cold war of 
the 1950s and the early 1960s. The thrust of this 
ideological campaign, sanctioned by President Reagan 
and the National Security Council of the White House 
is the so-called "Project Truth" bearing a demagogi~ 
character. It provides for the publication of a biased 
monthly review of tho Soviet press meant for con
sumption by US Congressmen, and gives specific 
recommendations to USIA representatives in 12() coun
tries on how to discredit the policy o[ the CPS l T and 
the Soviet state. Tho "Project Truth" also calls for 
extensively spreading information about the Americall 
way of life with special emphasis to be made on the 
strong sides of America and the "high-light positive 
aspects of the capitalist system", with attention being 
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drawn simultaneously, especially in the economic 
,.;phero, to "the weaknesses of Marxist societies". 1 

Philip Nicolaides, a Voice of America top official, 
formulating tho tasks of tho broadcasting station, in
sisted that the Soviet Union should be portrayed as 
the last big predatory empire on the globe and that 
efforts should be made to destabilize the situation in 
tho Soviet Union and other socialist states. 

All these actions are part of an overt psychologic
al war against the world of socialism. What are the 
new stratagems included in the arsenal of the foes of 
socialism? 

In struggling against the ideas of socialism which 
have spread throughout the world, including develop
ed capitalist states, anti-communism has been making 
of late a sharp turn to the right sweeping away even 
the "liberal conceptions" it used to peddle recently. 
Tho sharp turn to tho right--towards conservatism 
and reaction-is caused above all by the intensified 
class struggle in the capitalist countries, by the 
strengthening of communist parties and left forces 
in general which are gaining political successes (in 
France, for one, Communists are included in the 
government) despite different forms of pressure being 
exerted on public opinion by the powers that be. The 
second reason is the inability of capitalism to solve 
major economic and social problems, that is, to check 
inflation and unemployment. The working people's 
loss of confidence in the exploiter system compels ca
pitalism to reveal its reactionary nature ever more 
openly. 

1 The Washington Post, November 10, HJ81. 
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Having drawn co11cl11sions from its seLhacks in 
~fungary an_d. Czech~sloYakia, imperialism is searching 
for ways of 1deolog1cal J1c•1wtrntio11 into the socialist 
co1mLries and is turning to more discriminate and 
r~fine~ measures, wi1!1 accounL taken of specific condi
tions m order to spot a weak point and deal a blow. 2 

Tho anti-comnrnnist ideological centres are con
t.inning in every way to spread tlw myth of a "Soviet, 
military _threat". Its strategists are impressing upon 
the public that adherence to violence and pressure 
from t~ie positions_ of strength is the main strategy 
of Soviet communism. By spreading the myth of a 
"Soviet military threat" tlrn imperialists arc seeking 
to weaken the anti-nuclear, anti-war movement, and 
prc>sent the USA and its allies as countries being 
"compelled" to rearm themselves in order to resist 
''aggrossiYe communism". Under these false colours 
the most extremist quarters of Washington are trying 
to revive tho anti-Soviet sentiments of the cold war 
period in the co11ntry and break the resistance of broad 
segments or the Arneric:m democratic public to the 
US military gambling abroad and to the course brin
ging the thrra! of a therrnom1clear war. Tn the mean
~,inrn, the arms rnce is in foll swing: military spending 
m five years will amount to almost one and a half 
trillion dollars, or :12 prr cent of the US Federal 
B11dget. 

\Vhile imperialism is seeking to take a "social 
revanche" for its setlrncks, socialism is continuing its 
peace offonsiw~ ::ts it is intrinsically of a peaceful nn
turr~. 

2 For 1let:1ils about suJw.,rsive methods in the struggle of 
imperialism against socialist countriPs see the article Reuolu
tion 11nr/ ro1111/1'r-Rcr)()/11tio11 liy N. l\likh:1ilov in ST!' Nm. ;, ri. 
1!)8~. 
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Nikita ZAGJ~ADIN, Cand. Sc. (History): Evolu-
1.ion of the counter-revolutionary strategy of imperia-
lism. 

The correlation of forces between reaction and 
progress and the dynamics of its change constitute 
the main factor in shaping imperialist strategy. The 
rnrrelation of forces implies not only the balance of 
the military and economic might of socialism and im
perialism, which can he assessed quantitatively, hut 
oLher factors as well which can only he measured 
with difficulty or not at all. These are the degree of 
, ohesion of the revolutionary forces, their ability to 
form a united front in the anti-imperialist struggle, 
; :ie sharpness of contradictions between imperialist 
·'centres of power" (instrumental for coordinating the 
-;trategies of the imperialist powers), the acuteness of 
clnss conflicts in these countries, public opinion, 
:1rpstige and initiative in the international arena. 

Historical processes develop unevenly and a change 
in the international situation may sometimes result 
in a prompt revision of the strategy_. l<~a.ctors that ii:
fl 11ence it include the national peculiarities and trad1-
t ions of a country acting as imperialism's shock force, 
lhe interests of different groups of monopoly capital, 
as well as subjective factors, such as for instance, an 
assessment of· the trends of world development by 
political leaders. 

Jn every given period of time imperialism uses all 
mpans at its disposal to further its counter-revolution
ary strategy. But the correlation between them chan
ge.s depending on the specific objective gi:ren. priority 
in the particular period. The long-term aim is to do 
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away with socialism and undermine the world revolu
tionary process. This goal is unattainable regardless 
of the mammoth efforts being made to reach it. How
ever, imperialism also puts forward intermediate aims 
which can acquire an independent character. For in
stance, preserving the present status quo in the world 
and preventing a further break of the chain of im
poriali~m and, subsequently, changing the balance of 
forces m favour of imperialism and launching a coun
ter-offensive. 

. In. th.e period. following World War II (1939-1945) 
imperialism applied two kinds of strategy in pursuance 
of these aims. A third one seems to be taking shape 
now. The first kind of strategy involves a "tough 
course", a frontal opposition to the forces of the world 
revolutio~a~y process, and world war brinkmanship 
characteristic of the cold war period. Its foundation 
was undermined with the establishment of an appro
ximate military parity between the USSR and the 
USA. In the 1970s imperialism adopts a "flexible" 
strategy staking on disintegration of the world revolu
tio~ary process from within, that is, making attempts 
to mfluonce those components of the balance of for
ces which do not lend themselves to measurement in 
terms .°~ quantit~. Priority is given, not to military, but 
to political and ideological means supplemented with 
measures of economic pressure. But this too does not 
change the balance of forces in favour of imperialism, 
and at the close of the 1970s it attempts to develop a 
hybrid of "tough" and "soft" strategies complementing 
tho latter by military blackmail, a show of force and 
economic sanctions. 

However the USSR and the world of socialism as 
a whole are strong enough not to allow imperialism 
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to gain military superiority. The subversive actions of 
the proponents of capitalism are countered by the 
coli<',_;ion of the socialist countries and by the interna
tionalist solidarity of the CPSU with the fraternal 
communist parties and the forces of national libera
tion. Whatever strategy imperialism uses it is sure 
to be rebuffed by the world of socialism and the world 
revolutionary movement. 

Pavel GUREVICH, D. Sc. (Philosophy): Re-ideo
logization in the arsenal of anti-communism. 

Only a few years ago bourgeois theorists and po
liticians talked profusely about the end of the ideolo
gical era and about ideological disarmament. Now they 
talk otherwise as they have encountered the unity 
and cohesion of the socialist community countries, 
the mounting national liberation movement and new 
manifestations of the general crisis of capitalism. At 
present, the ideological functions of an imperialist 
state are growing and the ruling class is increasingly 
resorting to the means for manipulating the conscience 
of the masses to suppress them. The machinery of 
foreign policy propaganda is becoming a tool for im
perialist expansion. Anti-communists realize that 
without ideological substantiation and theoretical ela
boration o[ arguments and propaganda stereotypes 
their ideological sallies against socialism are bound 
to be of little effect. This is why there is so much 
talk in the capitalist countries today about the so
called "re-ideologization wave" directed against the 
ideological positions of socialism. 

Under the motto of "re-ideologization" bourgeois 
scholars are not only working out theoretical concep
tions but are also launching political campaigns 
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ngaiust socialism ('human rigl1ls", "intevnational ter
rorism" campaigns, etc.,). The bourgeois mass media 
claim I.hat 1wither pl 11 ral ism of "i ntellPctual r.onvic
tions" nor freedom of conscience exi::Jt in tlw ussn 
aud other socialist states. :3 

The anti-communists direct the spear-head of their 
id0ological attacks mainly at yonng people in order 
to erode the ideological and moral principles of the 
yonnger generation in socialist socidy. By supporting 
this aspect American Sovietologi~.t Joseph Hay says 
that the young people of the country of socialism are 
noted for particular Yiability. Heroic ideals and values 
arc intrinsic to them. He therefore stresses the need 
for carrying out a purposeful propaganda influencing 
their life orientations, world outlook and whole pat
tern of thinking. 

Ideological s11bversion against Soviet yonth is car
ried out by 150 organizations and some 200 universi
ty chairs in the USA, over 900 research centres, so
cieties, and emigre organizations in the FRG, and 
by more than 100 centres in France. In essence, their 
activity boils down to preaching what they call "ideo
logical resurg<'nce", i.e., consumerism, irrationalism, 
drug addiction, mysticism, etc. 

However, tlw massive propaganda attacks against 
the younger generation of the socialist society fall 
short of the 1:lf'sired effect. Noteworthy in this respect 
is the hook "Idee und Ideologie" 4 hy the 'Vest 
German sociologist Erwin Holzle where he is com-

3 For freedom of conscience and the position of believers 
in the USSR see the article The Church and the State in the 
USSR hy Vladimir Kuroycdov, STP No. !i, Hl83. 

4 E. Holzle, /dee und ldeo/ogie, Bern·Miinchcn, 1981. 
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polled to admit that fr_om the. point <~f view _o_f ideolo
gical values the West is now m a ~osmg pos1t10n com
pared wi Lh the social isl commurnty. Hence _the call 
r or overcorni ug the "de ideologization" c~ ncept10ns . and 
for a new ideological on::Jlaught agamst Marx1sm
Leninism. 

* * * 
The evolution of the counter-revolutionary strategy 

of imperialism and its attempts to adapt ~tself to the 
new correlation of forces between capitalism and so
cialism bring no success. The reactionary charac~er 
of the "crusade" against socialism and the suhnrs1ve 
nature of the imperialist strategy, violating th_l'. lc~al 
norms of inter-stale relationships, are ma rn I est mg 
themselves ever more glaringly. Whatever stratagems 
the newly-minll'd "crnsaders" apply in their attacks 
on socialism they are impotent to alter the course of 
ltistory and l1alt tho world revolutionary process. 

From the journal 
Voprosy istorii KPSS 



=-=-~=-~===CONTEMPORARY CAPITALISM= 

JAPAN: HOW CAPITALISTS "DISAPPEAR" 

by Yuri BANDURA 

One hundred years have elapsed since the death of 
Karl Marx. But the impact of his teachings on the 
development of society has been growing with the 
passage of time. The attacks upon them by, the 
apologists of the capitalist system have intensified 
accordinul!f, and the "ouerthrowers" of Marxism haue 
been more and more indiscriminate in their efforts 
to subuert it. But their efforts are futile; the validity 
and efficacy of these teachings adopted by the 
revolutionary proletariat are borne out by today's 
realities. Capitalism has nothing to counter them
onlu fact-twisting, conjectures, lies and falsifications. 

Japanese Sensations 

Having surveyed with a keen eye three hundred
odd major Japanese joint-stock companies Professor 
T. Nishiyama of Musashino University came to stun
ning conclusions. Here is one of them. "To view con
temporary Japanese society as a capitalist society of 
tho European-American typo in which capitalists hold 
sway would bo tantamount to diagnosing inflamma
tion of the lungs in a patient as appendicitis ... In 
contemporary JapanPso society tho class confrontation 
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, distin
guishing the capitalist countries of Europe, America 
and other capitalist countries, has ceased to exist. 
Control over the enterprises in Japan today is exerci
sed by the workers. This is a kind of the dictatorship 

Yuri BANDURA is a political writer, "Izvestia's" corresponclcnt 
in Japan. 
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of the proletariat even though it is not as powerful 
as that obtaining in the socialist countries." 

Such assertions sound sensational. And, one has 
to admit, they are founded on official statistics. 

As is known, a joint-stock company is theoretical
ly owned jointly by the shareholders. But who are 
these shareholders? Of the total number of shares 
issued by Japan's leading corporations only thirty 
per cent are held by individuals, real people, with 
first and second names and permanent address. The 
remaining 70 per cent aro owned not by individuals 
but by "legal persons", i.e., by other companies, chari
ty foundations, non-profit organizations and such out
fits. This is the cause of Professor Nishiyama's enthu
siasm. He says: "Until recently we believed that the 
capitalist owned his enterprise; however, at a certain 
stage, he has been supplanted by the worker." 

This is indeed a stunning conclusion but for the 
fact that the audacious scholar puts a much-too-broad 
interpretation upon the term "worker". Nishiyama ca
tegorizes the senior executives of Japanese corpora
tions and high-salaried managers as workers. The 
Professor "forgets" that in Japan, and not only in 
Japan but also in other capitalist countries, there ope
rates in the guise of stock companies a sophisticated 
mechanism, well-adjusted in the space of decades, 
designed to conceal private ownership of capital. This 
"invisible cloak" not only hides the real capitalists 
from the public but also enables them, as capitalists, 
to derive huge profits. 

The cloak that makes capitalists invisible is a 
rather simple device. Having launched several joint
stock companies by investing his capital a capitalist 
"elects" himself the supreme manager of those com
panies and also hires servitors-salaried managers. 
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Having Lhus knocked together several managements 
for his possessions the capitalist no longer needs his 
own shares and "sells" them to his own companies. 
After such an operation this particular capitalist is 
supplanted on the list of the shareholders by a host 
of "legal persons" whicl1 are under his control, and 
his own name is all but lost in the crowd of the share
holders. He "disappears" but this does not deprive him 
of control over his enterprises, and he continues to 
enjoy tho status of a real, "life-sized" capitalist. 

Appearance and Fact 

vViLh this background information let ns now take 
a hard look at Toyota Jidosha, one of the largest anto
mohilo companies in the capitalist world. Officially, 
78,000 shareholders own it. The actual owner is the 
Toyoda family. Throe members of tho family own 
slightly more than one per cent of all shares. I low· 
en~r, to assure its undivided control over the corpora
tion the family uses not only its own shares but also 
tboso owned hy "legal persons", i.e., corporations also 
contrnllerl by tho family. Thus, tho cont.rolling shares 
owned by tho family increase from 1.1 per cont. to 
more than 10 per cent of the total. Further, six per 
cont of the Toyota Jidosha shares belong to corpora
tions co-owned by tho Toyoda family. This increaS('S 
the number of the family's controlling shares to 1 () 
per cent. 

But I his is not all. Tho family gives a proportion 
oE its shares to allied corporations in exchange for 
their shares. Such mutually exchanged shares "nen
tralizo" one another and cannot be used against tho 
interests of tho owners of corporations. This enables 
tho Toyoda family to gain control over a11othor 12 per 
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cent of the shares of its own company. Tho result 
js that the Toyoda family owning slightly more than 
ono per cont of all shares of tho company actually 
controls a third of the joint-stock assets. Nono of tlw 
78,000 "co-owners" can compete with the family's 
controlling shares. This assures the Toyoda family 
full control over the company. 

Ono may well query: what is the idea of owning 
so small a proportion of the shares? Does this not 
deprive the capitalist of dividents!1 The answer is sim 
plo enough. If the Toyoda family owned all of the 
company's shares it would have earned more than 
12 billion yens per annum. But Japan is a "free 
democratic" country! It operates a code of stringent 
Laxation laws under which the family would have to 
pay a 75 per cent tax on its gains reducing the 12 
billion to a more 3 billion yens. 

The world of capitalism boasts of its "progressive" 
laxaliou laws but it is only the working people an<l 
the petty and middle bourgeoisie who are forced to 
obsPrrn them; the laws ani not written for the finan
cial oligarchy. Tho same "just" laws of "free society" 
afford tho capitalists a happy opportunity: tl1e divid
ends which aro received not by an individual but hy 
a corporation are not taxed. Hence the conclusion: tho 
members of a capitalist family have as many share:; 
in their names as they require for "personal expen
ses", the rest being distributed amongst the subsidia-
1·ies and allied companies in a way assuring that the 
ininimurn part of money goes into tho state treasury 
and tho maximum--into tho coffers of the com-
1•anirs. So, instead of enjoying the status of being 
tl1e company's official owners, its real bosses content 
t.homsohes with being do-facto owners. Tims they 
save truly irnrnonso sums. Tho tlll"l'C members of the 
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family have between them 19 million shares which 
afford them a yearly profit of roughly 2fi0 million 
yens. 200 million yens are paid to tho trl'asury as 
income tax which is a handsome sum. However, it 
is 45 times less than they would have paid had they 
owned all shares. 

Tho "invisible cloak" or tho "legal porso ns" also 
afford other advantages. Let us imagine that tho throe 
members of the . Toyoda family decided lo pass all 
their shares on to their heirs (rather a common oc
currence in Japanese society). With the assets o[ tho 
family what they are today tho heirs would have to 
part company with three-quarters of the heritage in 
the form of the inheritance tax. The taxation depart
ment assesses the shares not according to their nomi
nal value which is 50 yens but according to the sum 
of debt-free capital falling to every share. This capital 
is 1,035 billion yens. If tho family members owned 
all the shares of the Toyota Jidosha company the 
heirs would have to pay a tax of 776 billion. Dut with 
the shares formally owned by the family, the inherit
ance tax diminishes to 15 billion yens or 52 times loss 
than the tax on Toyoda's tolal capital. 

In other words, due to the re-distribution of the 
shares amongst the "legal persons" which do not pay 
inheritance tax because they are "immortal", the 
Toyoda family can retain its ownership of tho motor 
works and, consequently, exploit the labour of work
ers generation after generation. And it does just that, 
often with the help of the state. 

Tho Toyota Jidosha workers are compelled to pay 
their taxes with ruthless accuracy before they are 
paid their wages; deductions from tho wages are made 
by the accountants working for tho auto empire who 
also transfer to tho Toyoda family accounts the profits 
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made by the concern including those they "earn" by 
tax dodging through using the system of "legal per
sons". 

This is how tho assets of tho family grow. Tho 
capital it owns is truly immense considering that tho 
market value of its shares is only 15 to 20 billion 
yens. The Toyoda family owns dozens of corporations 
with assets totalling a minimum of 1,980 billion yens 
or 8.5 billion dollars and exploits a workforce of 
160,000. 

This oligarchic family which has grabbed some 
;35 per cent of all car production in Japan is no excep
tion for the country. One needn't list all such fami
lies here. One can add, for the reader's information, 
that the "proletarian dictatorship" discovered by Pro
fessor Nishiyama in Japan is headed by Primo Mi
nister Y. Nakasone who is a close relative of the 
Toyoda family and of some other multi-millionaires. 

But the scholarly "overthrower" of Marxism from 
Musashino University is by no means interested in 
these facts. He pursues a different aim, one of "pro
ving" that Japan is no longer a capitalist country, 
that it is run by a "proletarian dictatorship". And he 
"substantiates" his theses in the simplest possible way: 
by asserting that black is white and that capitalists 
are workers. He tries to pass off his fabrication as 
God's truth. 

His "theorizing" deserves a hearty laugh. And 
those whom Professor Nishiyama, with a stroke of 
his ready pen, is "abolishing" from the Japanese land 
are perhaps bursting their sides with laughter. Today 
these Japanese capitalists know better than anyone 
else how substantially real their existence is and how 
unlimited their power. 
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=WRITER'S NOTES=============~ 

THE GROTESQUENESS OF THE CONSUMER 
SOCIETY 

by Edward ROSENT AL 

The Profiteering Professor 

. . . There I was, lazing aft in the chaise-longne, staring 
spellbound into the water. 

"Admiring the elements?". I turned round. It was Warnik, 
lhe professor of philosophy from Cambridge. I first got to 
know him in Marseille where I helped him carry his very 
large suitcase, which was unexpectedly light, up the gangway. 

"I agree with Thales 1, water is the beginning of all life". 
Stretching out his hands, the professor suddenly began talking 
of the nncient Greeks, who were not interested in material 
wca!lh. They were obviously his hobby, for he talked of them 
with inspiration and love. 

Next morning, the ship slowly sailed into the Gulf of Genoa. 
The prokssor came up on deck with his VPry large and light 
suitcase. I was surprised. 

"Are you getting off here?", I asked. 
He gave a short laugh. 
"No, no, I just want to buy some crock Ny". 
''As a souvenir of Italy?" 
"Nol quite You see its cheaper here. Dishware is very 

expensive in England". 

1 Thalps~an ancient Greek philosopher. 

E. ROSENTAL, a publicist, the author of the following books: 
"In Sparch of an Ideal", Politizdat, 1\l76; "The Power of Illu
sion", l'olitizdat, 1978; "Through th!' Lahyrinlhs of tlw Con 
scio11s1wss", Politizdat, 1982, etc. 
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l wns speechless. 
"Mv wife :rnd I will srll ii al a large profil." 
My. expression hacl proh:ihly changed slrongly. N:durally, 

ii was nol the firsl li111c I had Sl'l'n a prolill'l'r. ll was sonH~ 
thing else lhal amazed me: how did thal sincere enthusiasm 
with which he only yesterday spoke of the ancient Greeks 
exist in the one person alongside that down-to-earth thriftiness 
which he was displaying today. The professor put his own in
terpretation on my dumbfounded expression: 

"Don't you believe me? But, it's absolutely true, you know. 
We'll make a good bit of money ... " 

The professor gave me a wave arnl minced along the gang
wav to the shore. 

·The incident surprised me then and I ewn considered ii was 
somewhat of an exception. Later, however, I got usrd lo such 
instances, since they were numerous . 

The Millionaire Counts His Cents 

"Hello, Dudley! You look like a million dollars." 
"Hello, Eddy! That means I've lost a lot of weight. The 

dollars falling by the hour now". 
Alfred Boulet, a Swiss journalist, introduced me to Dudley 

Wright, an American millionaire who had taken up residence 
on the shores of Lake Geneva. Wright was not only a rich 
man who held the controlling shares in a number of electronic 
firms in the USA; he was also a competent engineer. 

Each time .after we had chatted for a while, Wright would 
ring for the huller and order the table to be set for dinner or 
supper. 

I, in my turn, would take out a bottle of "Stolichnaya" 
vodka and a jar of caviar whkh I always brought with me 
when I was invited to the cast!P on the shores of the lake. 
Wright would invariably clap his hands, truly delighted at my 
presents, which he would immediately hide in the bar. To tell 
you the truth, this open show of joy puzzled me somewhat. 
All the more so since his bar was stocked up with bottles of 
lhe most expensive drinks, and there was no shortage of vodka 
rithcr, including "Stolichnaya". 

Once, I could not contain myself any longer and asked 
him: 

"Tell me the truth, Dudley. D<lC'S my modest holtlc rrally 
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give you such great pleasure? Or do yon just want lo please 
n1c?" 

Dudley gave a wry, sly smile: 
"I understand. The fact is that all uf the bottles that I 

lake along ... how should I say .. , arc debited. And the bottles 
that you bring, free, arc credited." He roared with laughter. 
"Believe it if you like or not, but your bottle does give me 
real pleasure. I'm not greedy, but vodka which I haven't had 
lo pay for goes down much better". Growing more serious, 
he added: "Take care of the cents and the dollars will look 
after themselves. It's in the American blood yon know. There's 
nothing that can be done about it. What are the Russians like 
in this respect?". 

Words failed me at first, since I had never thought about 
this before. Boulet answered for me: 

"I think the Russians have a somewhat different attitude. 
I've been to Russia several times and have always been struck 
by the Russians' calmness. I know that many of them aren't 
as well off as I am, but whenever I've been invited to some
one's house I've always been warmly and lavishly entertained. 
I am sometimes embarrassed when I recall how we receive 
lhe Russians with our tiny sandwiches. And here's another 
example: I once called at my friends' house, only to find that 
!hey were out. Their neighbours, complete strangers to me, 
invited me in to while away the time. Such a thing is unthink
able here. A great many other things about the Russians are 
a mystery to me, too." 

A Slave of Satiety 

"Mr, can I ask you a question?" 
I looked at the person who had addressed me. A final-year 

or post-graduate student. His black face was shining with 
sweat, his jacket was all buttoned up, his tie tightly knotted 
and his trousers pressed. His tone of voice, his whole ap
pearance clearly told me what his question would be. 

"You've just been talking about the delights of socialism"
that's what he said "the delights"-"but can you help us to 
build socialism so that we don't have the same difficulties as 
Cuba, Angola and Mozambique? If you can, then I'm in favour 
of socialism, if not, then I'm against it". 

"So, then you're in favour of capitalism?" 
"Even colonialism. The French f Pd and clothed many of us. 

We don't want lo wait, we don't want jusl our children and 
grandchildren to live well. We want to live well today, even 
if only the intelligentsia, we want lo live a life free of troubles. 
What have you to say to that?" 

What indeed could I answer? This question had already 
been answered in its time. Briefly and clearly. A slave who 
does not realize he is a slave is simply a slave; a slave who 
realizes his servile position and fights against it is a revolu
tionary; a slave who is delighted with the "charms" of the life 
of a slave is a groveller who is worthy of contempt. This was 
the answer I gave ... 

Money-Grubbing Is a Law of Capitalism 

I see no great difference in the mentality of the professor 
who profiteers by crockery, the millionaire who counts every 
cent, or the student who dreams of a satiate life wrapped in 
the cocoon of colonialism. They arc slaves of debit and credit, 
consumerism is their main interest in life. This mentality 
penetrates the entire life of capitalist society. 

Consumption is an objective category. What is there to 
object about in people's desire for material wealth which makes 
life easier, more comfortable and convenient? 

It is quite a different matter when consumption turns into 
consumerism, becomes an end in itself, devours man's vital 
strength. It is precisely this aim which bourgeois ideologists 
are pursuing, using all the might of their propaganda apparatus. 
Their aim is to preserve that stage in the life of society which 
encloses the interests of man primarily within the framework 
of individualism, of money-grubbing consumerism. 

We are at the junction of prehistory, represented by the 
exploiter societies, and the history of mankind embodied now 
by socialism. We are the witnesses of and participants in a 
fierce battle between two trends: consumerism and creativity. 
The credo of socialism is not only to satisfy the material needs 
of all members of society; its credo is also to guarantee the 
full prosperity and free all-round development of the individ
ual. Contemporary capitalism is not capable of meeting this 
challenge, no matter how developed its productive forces might 
he, for it is hased on private property which has no interest 
in the free and all-round development of all members of so
ciety. However, this is the main task of socialism. It sees the 
accomplishment of this task as the aim of all social develop-
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menl. This is not a task of ti1c distant future, il is aircaciy being 
attained today. 

I have often discussed this theme with Western sociologists. 
Many of them recognized the earnestness of our economic 
plans. However, they could not agree with us on the possibility 
of creating a harmoniously developed individual. They main
tained that the growth of consumer trends, and along with it 
of a money-grubbing mentality, was a general Jaw of the prog
ress of history which did not depend on the social system. 
For, they said, the car, TV, fridge, washing machine, etc., arc 
articles for private use, and this, in itself, intensifies man's 
private interests, aggravates his individualistic disposition, in
creases the tendency of withdrawing from social problems into 
purely personal affairs and consumerism. 

Here, however, \Vestern sociologists mix two different 
worlds together and make a general conclusion which reflects 
rather the nature of the capitalist world. In the West the petty 
bourgeois is logically part of the capitalist way of life. The 
very principle of surplus value-that principle of principles of 
capitalism-is nothing other than capitalist society's legalized 
exploitation of man, of his creative talents and faculties. Any 
form of profiteering, no matter how you look at it, objectively 
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reflects consumerism, makes it more grotesque. 
There are no, nor can there be any, objective conditions in 

socialist society which would allow this money-grubbing men
tality to develop. This, however, does not mean that socialist 
countries do not know "consumerism for the sake of con
sumerism". This reflects gaps in education, bad taste, poor 
cultural development as far as consumption is concerned, 
when a person buys a thing just because it is "prestigious", 
makes all those around jealous. No one, however, is amazed, 
he only impoverishes himself as an individual. In any case, 
the bearer of the rnnsumer mentality inevitably comes into 
conllid with society and the majority of its members, with 
lhc socialist way of life. 

From the newspaper 
Sotsialisticheskaya ind11st ria, 

January 20, 1983 

===========BOOK REVIEWS= 

SOCIALIST ORIENTATION AND ITS CRITICS 

Following the collapse of the world colonial system 
in the 'HOs and '70s the newly-free countries Wl're 
confronted with a serious problem-which path to 
choose for their socio-economic development. Imme
diately aftel' Lhey hecame free the young slates of 
Asia, Africa and Latin America began a resolute 
struggle to eliminate their economic backwardness 
and unequal situation in tho world economic system of 
capitalism. An ever increasing number of <levdoping 
conn tries have hecome disillusioned in the ca pitalisL 
path of development and now proclaim the building of 
socialism as their goal. 

In view of all Lhis, bourgeois economists an<l so
ciologists, are trying their utmost to convince the 
working people of these countries that the need to 
comprehensively strengthen and support capitalist 
ownership, the capitalist mode of production and the 
bourgeois way of life is the only way out as it is the 
"most effective". In so doing, they smear existing so
cialism in every way and distort the experience gained 
hy the emergent states along the path of socialist 
or-ientation. 

Of major interest in this respect is the book "So
cialist-Oriented Development and Its Critics" 1 by 
Mikhail Avsenev, a prominent Soviet economist, pub-

1 M. Avsenev, Socialist-Oriented Development and Its Critics, 
Novosti Press Agency Publishing House, Moscow, 1983. 
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lished in English, French, Portuguese, Arabic, Swahili 
and Amharic. The author quotes extensively from 
"most weighty" (from the point of view of bourgeois 
propagauda) critical contentions made by the ideolog
ists of imperialism about the theory and practice of 
socialist orientation and shows how groundless they 
arc. 

As is known, the imperialists are putting in every 
effort to further exploit and plunder peoples and to 
stop the newly-free states from attaining economic in
dependence. Proponents of imperialism are trying to 
engender in the public of Asian, African and Latin 
American states a trustful attitude to capitalism in 
ordPr to retain these states as a dependent component 
ol' the world economic system of capitalism, and pre
vent them from developing along the socialist path. 
The author points out that the attempts to influence 
the leaders and public in the liberated countries are 
lrnsPd on overt, or craftily masked anti-Communism 
aimed at distorting and denigrating the Marxist
Leninist revolutionary teachings. 

According to the opponents of socialist orienta
tion, there is simply nobody in the countries that have 
freed themselves from colonial dependence able to 
lrn ild socialism. There is practically no working class 
there, or even if it has emerged, it is extremely weak 
and small. The peasantry does not have sufficient 
revolutionary potential and in general it is not in
cl incd towards socialism. It is also alleged that the 
peLLy 11rban bourgeoisie has also no desire to create a 
society devoid of exploitation and oppression. Analy
zing such contentions of bourgeois economists and so
ciologists the author notes that the ideologists of im-
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pCI·ialis1n are deliberately combining two entirely dif
ferent <luestions: the question whether it is possible 
to start }\iuilding socialism immediately after independ
ence, and. the question of socialist orientation pro
viding for the creation of conditions for subsequent 
socialist construction. As historical experience shows 
the overwhelming proportion of the working people 
in the developing countries, however weak their na
tional proletariat may be, can support and, in effect, 
are resolutely supporting the idea of socialist orienta
tion. 

Many bourgeois economists and sociologists endea
vour to show that the socialist choice allegedly repre
sents an attempt to follow blindly the example of the 
Soviet Union and to use literally the particular meth
ods the Soviet people employed in building a social
ist economy. M. Avsenev writes in his book that 
Marxists, far from thinking that the transition of any 
country to socialism should be accomplished by rote, 
especially warn against it.' While the general pattern 
of socialist construction is necessarily the same for all 
countries, each country has specific problems and pe
culiarities stemming from many circumstances. There
fore, the overwhelming majority of the countries that 
have embarked on the path of socialist orientation try 
to apply Soviet experience creatively, with due ac
count of their own national, economic, political and 
other conditions. 

In a special chapter, tho author gives a comparative 
analysis of the degree of effectiveness of the two paths 
of development. The point is that many bourgeois 
analysts seek to prove that tho socialist principles of 
economic management are quite ineffective in contrast 
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to the capitalist ones. While doing so they .i uggle and 
distort facts, lay emphasis on the difficulties facing 
individual states which have opted for socialism, on 
some unresolved problems and errors in their econom
ic policies, ascribing these difficulties and problems 
to the very nature of socialism. In replying to the 
critics of socialist orientation the author cites vivid 
examples proving that the socialist choice opens vast 
opportunities for the all-round and dynamic develop
ment of the national economy for the benefit of the 
working people. 

As for the difficulties now afflicting the economy 
of certain countries of socialist orientation-given so 
rm1ch publicity by the ideologists of imperialism
they are not related at all to the choice of the social
ist path of development, but are caused by the lack 
or inadequacy of experience of economic manage
ment. And experience is something that comes with 
time. It should be mentioned that the countries of 
capitalist orientation have no less difficulties and they 
are resolved there at the expense of working people, 
while the profits of the exploiter classes go up. 

Indeed, the countries of socialist orientation, just 
as all developing states, for that matter, experience 
a shortage of skilled managerial personnel which 
brings about, among other things, errors in, say, esti
mating new construction projects, or evolving develop
ment plans, etc. Besides, labour productivity is still 
low there, explained both hy the shortage of skilled 
workers and insufficient political awareness. The work
ing people, who had for centuries toiled for the benefit 
of colonialists, have not yet folly realized that they 
arc working for tlwrnselvcs and for the benefit of 
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their country. And, lastly, the imperialists and their 
accorn plices are making every effort to prevent the 
emergent nations from creating an independent eco
nomy. The examples adduced by the author show that 
more often than not economic difficulties arise not 
because of the socialist option, but because the prin
ci plcs of that option are violated l'or one reason or 
another. 

There is a chapter describing the benefits socialist 
orientation affords working people in town and coun
try. The concern of the leaders of socialist-oriented 
countries for the well-being of the population may be 
seen in many fields: raising the pay of low-income 
section of the working people, improving housing con
ditions and bettering the health protection and public 
education systems. 

The hook examines the argument put forward by 
the proponents of capitalism that sociali~t or~entation 
allegedly deprives most of the population m these 
countries of the basic civil rights and liberties and turns 
them into mere cogs in a huge, soulless machine. This 
argument of bourgeois propaganda is refuted by re
ference to Socialist Ethiopia, the People's Republic of 
Benin the People's Republic of Angola and other 
c<rnnt;il's that have taken the road of socialist devel
opment. Certainly, writC's M. Avsenev, the "right" o[ 
the capitalists to exploit workers and. t~ie '.'right" of 
co11nter-revol11tionariPs and agents of lore1gn secret 
services to carry out s11bversin activities against the 
legitimate governments are indeed "rest~·ic~ed". But 
the working people, who make np the ma1ority of the 
population in these countri<>s, hav: no reason to ~on_i~ 
plain about lack or su ppressio11 ol democracy. Tlus 1s 
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11aLural, as the vanguard and revolutionary-democratic 
parties in power there express the interests of tho 
working people. 

In summing up the analysis of the problems of 
socialist orientation, M. Avsenov notes that the peo
ples and leaders of more and more developing countries 
are beginning to realize that the most effective way 
of overcoming economic backwardness and eliminating 
exploitation and all forms of oppression is the prog
ressive way for which the communist and revolution
ary-democratic parties, the entire progressive public 
in the developing countries are fighting. This is the 
way shown by Marx, Engels and Lenin. This is the 
way which is sure to be followed by all mankind. 

Boris PUTRIN 

IS WORLD WAR III POSSIBLE? 

There is not n single rnunlry in the worlrl, not a single 
rnrner however remote, where people arc not worried by the 
threat of World War III breaking out. Today, already, every 
person understands that with the present colossal stockpiles of 
nuclear weapons a new world war can inflict irreparable 
damage on all of mankind and call into question its existence 
as a biological species. 

From where do the freezing "cold war" winds blow? Who 
is interested in whipping up the war psychosis on this earth? 
Can nations succeed in saving the current and the future gene
rations from the threat of self-extermination, from making 
our planet into a silent and sad monument to the intelligent 
beings that once lived here? These are the questions dealt with 
by Vadim Kortunov, D. Sc. (History), in his book "A Third 
World War? Threats: Real and Imaginary" put out by Progress 
Publishers in Moscow. 1 

Two opposing trends clash in world politics today. On the 
one hand, as noted at the 26th Congress of the CPSU (1981), 
is the course for curbing the arms race, for strengthening 
peace and detente, for safeguarding the sovereign rights anti 
freedom of peoples; on the other, the course for undermining 
detente, for spiralling the arms race, for threatening other 
countries and interfering in their internal affairs, for suppres
sing the liberation struggle. 

In dealing with the question of this worldwide confronta
tion the author concentrates on the main thing that has ha<l 
an affect on the development of international life for some 
time now: the preservation of world peace. Despite the policy 
of the most aggressive forces, mankind has succeeded in 
breaking the tragic cycle: a world war-short-lived peace
another world war, and has managed to maintain peace for 
almost forty years. Moreover, it has succeeded in laying the 
grounds for a fundamental restructuring of international rela
tions with due account taken of international security and 
cooperation. This has been achieved due to the fact that power
ful forces favouring peace and progress, namely: world so
cialism, the working class, newly free countries and the rea-

1 V. Kortunov, A Third World War? Threat~: Real and 
Imaginary, Moscow, Progress Publishers, 1982. 
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listically thinking puhlic in capitalist countri!'s ar!' nrtiv<' on 
the world sr!'nc. 

V. Korlunov rP111i11ds lhP rearl!'r tlrnl in il.s rp);dionships 
with !ht• slah·s of lhl' opposing socio t•1·0110111ic. system lhl' 
USSR has steadily and unswervingly been pursuing its policy 
of penceful coexistence. This policy applies in full measure to 
all countries without exception and the Soviet Union is ready 
lo show goodwill on the bnsis of reciprocity nnd with due 
account being taken of its interests and those of its pnrtners. 
This is also attested to by the latest Soviet proposals concern
ing medium-range nuclear weapons in Europe whereby the 
Soviet Union would not have more missiles in Europe than 
the combined missiles maintained there by the NATO countries. 
This and other Soviet initiativrs arc part of n complex of 
measures aimed at preventing a new world Wllr and streng
thening international security. 

Unfortunately, the current US Administration which set 
itself the golll of llChieving militnry superiority over the Soviet 
Union does not want to come to terms in the mlltter of termi
nating the arms race and avoids, as much as possible, discus
sing the peaceful proposals of the USSR. US propaganda in
creasingly disseminates myths of the "Red menace" and the 
"hand of Moscow" in attempts to convince the world public 
that the threat to peace emanates from the Soviet Union, that 
the 'Vest must arm itself to "counter" the llllegedly superior 
forces of the Warsaw Treaty Organization. 'Vhile doing so, 
it belittles the danger of a nuclear catastrophe trying to con
vince the public that it is possible lo wage a "limited" nuclear 
war and even win it. The author exhaustively exllmines such 
concepts put forwnrd by nuclenr war theoreticians and exposes 
their purpose: to absolve the US ruling circles llnd their allies 
from the responsibility for plotting a new world wnr nnd to 
foment anti-Sovietism, on the one hand, and, on the other, to 
brainwash the world public into believing that a nuclear clnsh 
is inevitable. 

Launching the programme for building up arms nnd equip
ment for waging a "limited" nuclenr war the Reagan Admi
nistrntion has been at pains to have the prospective battle
grounds "moved" as far ns possible away from the United 
States and to fight it out in Europe, in the Indian Ocean nren, 
in the Far East or in nny other crisis-ridden region of the 
'globe. Pressuring its junior pnrlner~ in th!' NATO to force th<' 
pact' of llH' arms r;11·p :11nl siling its nucknr ;1mmunilion and 
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rll'livery Yehid!'s in EuropP lhP USA se!'ks lo turn tlw EuropPan 
continenl into a likely lhPalrP of operations between the forces 
of NATO and the \Varsaw Treaty Organization ;md divert 
lhl'rehy any n:talialory strike mndc al lhe territory of lhl' 
United States. · 

The buildup of US armed forces within the zone of the 
developing world attests to US imperialism's clear intention 
lo intensify the use of force all across the "periphery" of the 
world. The new approach adopted by the Reagan Administra
tion has the aim of rnpidly and resolutely intervening militari
ly in the internal affairs of other states and does not rule out 
the employment of tactical nuclenr weapons. The "limited" 
nuclear war concept is lhus being extended to include the 
Third World. The fictitious "Sovi!'I thr!'at" is a handy pretext 
lo justify this kind of policy. 

Neither the installation of powder-kegs all oYer the world, 
nor "local" wars or any varinnts of "limited" wars, writes 
V. Kortunov, should be a means for settling pressing politicnl 
issues. In our contemporary life any "local" conflict carries the 
threat of erupting into a world catllstrophe. 

In the chapter "Who Threatens Whom?" V. Kortunov 
reminds the reader that the "Soviet military threat" myth wns 
invented by Western ideologists and politicinns not in our day 
but immediately after the Great October Socialist Revolution 
( 1917). It has since had many names: e.g., the "Red menace", 
the "export of revolution", "Moscow's imperial ambitions", 
"Soviet military superiority", etc. Those who hatched aggres
sive plans have nlways shouted the loudest about the "Soviet 
lhrca t". Allegntions of Soviet military superiority hnve always 
served the aims of pushing through the stupendous military 
budgets in the USA and other NATO stntes, of adopting new 
armament programmes, and eventually enriching wnr mono
polies and preparing wars of aggression. 

The author convincingly shows that it is the capitalist coun
tries, and not the socialist ones, thllt have nt all times been 
the first to knock together military blocs nnd develop new 
WC'apon systems. A qunrter of all US nrmed forces are station
<'cl and deployed at military bases encircling the Soviet Union. 
But not a single Warsaw Treaty soldier is posted nenr the 
US border. The facts cited by the author incontrovertibly testify 
lhnt it is the capitnlist countries and the USA above all, and 
not the Soviet Union or the sncialisl community, that ar!' th<' 
source of military thrent. 
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The military capability of socialism is purPly defensive. 
The main objective of the socialist countries is, under the con
ditions of strategic parity, to prevent the possibility of an im
periallst · aggression. But for sodalism's military power the 
aggrC'ssivc forces of imperialism would c-erlainly have long 
undC'rtakcn new military adventures. This is not lo say that 
the USSR espouses the concept of peace based on a "balance 
of fear". Just the reverse; it would like military confrontation 
lo be lowered, armaments reduced and, ultimately, the military 
force factor to be excluded from international relations al
together, and the struggle between the two systems kept to the 
peaceful spheres of the economy, science, culture and social 
life. 

In its foreign policy the Soviet Union is guided, among 
other things, by the fact that not a single nation on this earth 
relishes the thought of perishing in the flames of a new world 
war. Consequently, all nations are vitally concerned to remove 
the threat of a nuclear-missile conflict, to start disarmament, 
secure lasting peace and international cooperation. 

In conclusion, V. Kortunov says: "The Soviet Union is con
vinced that, acting in good faith the nations will be able tt> 
solve even such a complex problem as disarmament which 
hns rC'nrnincd unsolved throughout the entire history of humnn 
civilization. And when this has been done we shall say: wor!1l 
peaee has been assured for the present and future genera· 
lions." 2 

2 l/Jid., p. 160. 
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